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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

 In this thesis I explore the how the vices of greed, lust and sacrilege create an 

atmosphere of corruption in the first ten books of Apuleius’ Metamorphoses, from which 

the protagonist, Lucius, cannot escape. I argue that in the final book of the novel the 

goddess Isis delivers Lucius from his suffering when he has a genuine religious 

awakening. In the first chapter, I examine three primary types of greed – gluttony, avarice 

and curiosity – and their consequences. In the second chapter, I present sexual lust in men 

and women, looking at lust as a motivation for deceit and violence. I also examine 

unnatural lust, including animal-human sex, male submission and incest. In the third 

chapter, I examine sacrilege, a violation of the proper practice of religion, in the powers 

and rites of witches, prophecy, and false spiritual figures and rituals. In the fourth 

chapter, I provide evidence for the inversion of each of these vices in Lucius’ deliverance 

and initiation into the cult of Isis, engaging with John Winkler’s Auctor & Actor: A 

Narratological Reading of Apuleius’ Golden Ass, and I conclude that despite several 
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moments of comedy, Lucius experiences a religious awakening and escapes the vice-

filled world. 
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APULEIUS AND HIS METAMORPHOSES 

 Scholars have frequently dismissed Apuleius’ Metamorphoses, citing a lack of 

unity, frivolous and vulgar themes, and its adaptation from an earlier Greek tale. 

However, beneath the guise of a simple comedy of errors, the ordeals of Lucius present a 

complex story of a man driven through terrible misfortunes, tossed in a sea of vice and 

corruption. The redemption of Lucius is no simpler than the journey which leads to it, 

and both are inextricably intertwined with one another. Apuleius presents a vivid picture 

of a world of storytellers, which appears to be a disconnected series of tales and events, 

but in the end reveals a larger picture of astounding complexity and literary skill. 

 The majority of what is known about Apuleius’ life is drawn from his own works. 

He was born in the early second century C.E., circa 125, in the African city of Madauros 

(modern day M’dauroch, Algeria), which at the time was a colony of the Roman Empire 

and part of Africa Proconsularis (OCD 131). He was born into a wealthy family; his 

father served in the post of duumvirate, the highest magistracy of a Roman colony, and 

left a significant sum of money to Apuleius and his brother at his death (Walsh xi). He 

was well-educated, having studied at Carthage, Athens, and Rome, and he was able to 

read and write in both Latin and Greek (Walsh xii). He had enough knowledge of the 

works of Plato to be called a philosophus Platonicus by himself and others (OCD 131), 

and there is a statue at Madauros, dedicated to a philosophus Platonicus, which historians 

believe to be in honor of Apuleius (Walsh xi). In addition to his literary, philosophical, 

and oratorical pursuits, he also traveled extensively, and studied history, astronomy, 

zoology, agriculture, music, and mathematics, in true sophistic style (OCD 131-2). He 

married Pudentilla, the wealthy, widowed mother of a fellow student at Athens, when his 
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friend asked him to marry her in order to protect her fortune. This marriage resulted in 

accusations of magic by some of his wife’s relatives, who claimed he had coerced her 

into the marriage, and he was put on trial for the practice of magic in the late 150’s (OCD 

131). 

 Apuleius’ defense against these charges, known as the Apologia, is the earliest 

surviving work attributed to him, dated in late 158 or early 159. In this speech he defends 

himself against the charges against him and illustrates his considerable amount of 

education in literature, philosophy, and numerous other pursuits (OCD 131). The 

publication of the Apologia and its subsequent survival suggests not only that he was 

acquitted of the accusations against him, but also that his eloquent defense helped to 

propel him towards considerable fame as an orator. Following his trial, Apuleius was 

active as an orator in and around Carthage in the 160’s, and many of his speeches from 

this time are collected in the Florida, the surviving part of a larger collection of Apuleius’ 

oration, that showcases his skill as a rhetorician and an author (OCD 131-2). Also 

published in this time period is the De Deo Socratis, a speech delivered in Carthage on 

the subject of the daimonion or guardian spirit of Socrates, most likely adapted from a 

Greek original (OCD 132). Following this time in Carthage there is little evidence of 

Apuleius’ life and career, though there are two disputed works which are attributed to 

Apuleius. One is De Platone, two books of exposition on the works of Plato, and the 

other is De mundo, a Latin translation of the pseudo-Aristotelian work Περί κόσµυ. Both 

of these works are addressed to the unnamed author’s son Faustinus, though it is unclear 

if they were written by Apuleius at all. There are numerous other works of Apuleius that 
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are lost, including poetry, philosophy, history, and a second novel, called Hermagoras 

(OCD 132).  

 The Metamorphoses is undeniably Apuleius’ most famous and celebrated work, if 

not in his own lifetime then certainly in the realm of modern scholarship and criticism. 

There is not an agreement as to its precise dating, but since there is no mention of the 

novel in his Apologia, it can be assumed that it was written in the 160’s at the earliest. 

Some scholars place it, based on its content and Roman audience, early in the author’s 

life, closely following the Apologia, while others place in later in his life, in the 180’s or 

190’s (Walsh xix-xx). The latter school of thought is more plausible, because Apuleius 

lists in one of his speeches in the Florida the literary genres in which he has worked, and 

he does not include prose fiction in this list. This suggests a later date than the 160’s for 

the publication of the Metamorphoses (Walsh xx). In addition to this, the complex style 

and themes of the novel suggest a date of publication later in the author’s life. 

 The Metamorphoses is based upon a Greek work known as the Onos, attributed to 

Lucian, and much of the major elements of the plot are present in both novels. However, 

the Onos is a short and straightforward comedic tale of a man who is transformed into an 

ass and goes through a few amusing adventures before regaining his human form. This 

provides the skeleton for Apuleius’ novel, but the Latin work contains a great deal of 

inset tales. In addition, the Metamorphoses includes a different ending, and presents the 

protagonist, Lucius, in far greater depth.  

 The novel can be divided into four significant parts: the first three chapters, in 

which Lucius arrives in Thessaly, learns about witches and magic, and transforms into an 

ass; the fourth through sixth chapters, in which Lucius spends time with the bandits and 
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hears the story of Cupid and Psyche; the seventh through tenth chapters, in which Lucius 

passes through a series of owners and witnesses a number of instances of adultery and 

violence; and the final chapter, in which the goddess Isis delivers Lucius from his 

suffering and he joins her temple.  

 The first three chapters of the novel encompass Lucius’ travels and his 

experiences in Thessaly up to his moment of transformation and the events immediately 

following. The first pages of the novel present the protagonist Lucius, a noble-born and 

relatively wealthy young man, born and educated first in Greece, and later in Rome. The 

tale opens with Lucius in the midst of a journey to Thessaly, where he is to transact some 

business. Walking along the road, Lucius encounters a pair of travelers who are engaged 

in an argument over a fantastic tale that has just been completed. This exchange 

immediately establishes the inset story as an important component of the novel as a 

whole, when Lucius prompts one of the travelers, Aristomenes, to retell his unbelievable 

tale. This is to be the first of many tales Lucius will hear throughout the novel, and these 

tales contain many of the elements of the three major themes of greed, lust and sacrilege 

which define the world in which Lucius travels. The theme of the story is the experiences 

of Aristomenes and his friend Socrates when they encounter a powerful witch, Meroë. 

Magic and witches will dominate the first three books of the novel. When Lucius arrives 

in Thessaly after Aristomenes’ story, he quickly encounters further evidence of 

supernatural activity. In the town, Lucius meets his aunt, Byrrhena, who warns him 

against the dangers of Pamphile, the wife of Lucius’ miserly host, Milo. Pamphile is a 

powerful witch, and Lucius’ aunt cautions him against seeking knowledge or experience 

in the realm of witchcraft. In addition, at a dinner party thrown by his aunt, Lucius hears 
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yet another tale of witches from the mutilated Thelyphron, whose nose and ears were 

stolen by witches for use in necromantic rituals. 

 Despite this triple warning, Lucius is determined to gain greater knowledge of the 

powers of Pamphile, and in order to do so he strikes up a sexual relationship with his 

host’s attractive house-slave, Photis. However, Lucius is no closer to achieving his 

desired goal until he attacks and kills, in a drunken state, what he thinks to be three 

brigands who are attempting to force entry to Milo’s home. Lucius is violently awoken 

the next morning and dragged before a full court in the town’s arena, where is he placed 

on trial for the previous night’s crimes. The trial, however, is a farce, and the three 

brigands are revealed to be nothing more than inflated goatskins. The town’s magistrates 

inform Lucius that the entire ordeal was merely the commencement of the town’s festival 

to the god Laughter, and that Lucius now has a place of honor in the festival and the 

favor of the God. Returning to Milo’s home after the trial, Photis reveals that she is partly 

responsible is for the goatskins’ unexpected life. Working for her mistress, Photis had 

tried to acquire some of Pamphile’s desired lover’s hairs, but the barber chases her away, 

and she instead returns to her mistress bearing goat hairs of the same color as Pamphile’s 

target. Photis proceeds to explain to Lucius the various abilities of her mistress, not the 

least of which is the ability to transform into an owl. Overcome by curiosity, Lucius 

persuades Photis to help him acquire the ointment used by Pamphile in her animal 

transformation. However, in her hurry, Photis delivers the wrong potion to Lucius, and he 

is transformed not into an owl, but an ass. She explains to him that the remedy for this 

transformation is roses, and places him in the stable for the night, promising his 
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restoration the next day. Unfortunately, robbers attack Milo’s house in the night and 

Lucius is stolen. 

 Lucius’ time with the bandits, in the fourth through sixth chapters of the novel, 

also includes a number of inset tales. First Lucius hears the exploits of the band of 

robbers, and then he hears the lengthy tale of Cupid and Psyche, told by the bandits’ 

serving-woman. Lucius, now an ass, is taken from Milo’s home to the bandits’ hideout, 

suffering several beatings and other misfortunes along the way. At the hideout, a cave in 

the mountains, the bandits stash their plunder and sit down to eat. Their comrades return 

from other expeditions and tell the tales of their exploits, in which a number of their men 

were lost. The first concerns the fate of Lamachus, the leader of his particular group of 

bandits, who perishes at the home of a wealthy money-changer, named Chryseros, when 

their target, anticipating the robbery, nails Lamachus’ hand to the door-post and alerts his 

neighbors with shouts of “fire!” The robbers flee, cutting off Lamachus’ hand. However, 

he is unable to keep up with his comrades, and rather than endanger his fellow men, he 

kills himself. The second story concerns the bandit Alcimus, who is pushed out of a 

window by an old woman whom he is robbing, when she convinces him to look out the 

window at the house of a wealthier neighbor. The final tale centers upon Thrasyleon, 

whom the bandits disguise as a bear in order to infiltrate the home of Demochares, a 

wealthy man who had purchased a number of bears for public exhibition but had lost 

them all to sickness. The bandits sell the disguised Thrasyleon to Demochares, and that 

night the bandit proceeds to sneak through the house, killing the guards and opening the 

doors. However, a servant spots him and alerts the household, and the bandits are forced 

to abandon their comrade to the household dogs. In these tales, the central theme shifts 
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away from that of magic to that of greed, portraying the violent deaths of the greedy 

bandits. 

 After these tales, the bandits again depart their stronghold, leaving Lucius alone, 

and soon return not with plunder, but with a young noble girl, Charite, whom they intend 

to ransom. Charite is recently betrothed, and is very distraught at her capture, and the old 

woman charged with cooking for the bandits attempts to calm her by telling her the tale 

of Cupid and Psyche. This tale is larger in scale than the other inset stories in the novel, 

spanning the last few pages of the fourth book, and the majority of the fifth and sixth 

books of the novel. The story of Cupid and Psyche has many parallels to the central 

narrative of the Metamorphoses, featuring a central character laid low by excessive 

curiosity and forced through much suffering, only to be finally redeemed by a divine 

force. This tale focuses upon Psyche, one of the three daughters of a king and queen, who 

is so exceedingly beautiful that she inspires people to worship her in place of the image 

of Venus. The goddess is greatly angered by this affront to her divine beauty, and sends 

her son Cupid to punish Psyche by forcing her to fall in love with the most wretched man 

in the world. Meanwhile, Psyche is alienated from the world because of her beauty, and 

no one seeks her hand in marriage, so her father seeks an answer from an oracle. The 

oracle reveals to the king that his daughter is to marry a monster, whom the gods even 

fear. The king assumes that this monster is death, and Psyche’s wedding is carried out 

much like a funeral.  

 However, Psyche’s marriage does not turn out so ill. She is left on a high cliff, sad 

and alone, but the Zephyr carries her down to a beautiful valley, where she discovers an 

extravagant palace, clearly built by divine hands. Here, Psyche is tended by invisible 
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servants and visited by her invisible husband, whose identity she does not know. Psyche 

lives happily for a time, but soon she hears the cries of grief of her two sisters, who return 

to the cliff where they left Psyche to mourn their lost sister. Against the urging of her 

husband, Psyche convinces him to command the Zephyr to deliver her sisters to their 

home. The sisters are overjoyed at first to regain their lost sister, but are soon overcome 

with jealousy at her great fortune. They convince Psyche, who is now pregnant, that her 

husband is a monstrous dragon, who has impregnated her so that he may eat the child 

when it is nearly fully developed. Spurred on by these lies, Psyche waits until her 

husband is asleep, hoping to reveal his monstrous form and kill him in his slumber. 

However, when she lights the lamp, she reveals her husband, who is Cupid himself. 

Overcome by the divine beauty of her husband, Psyche is struck dumb, but Cupid 

awakens when a drop of wax from the lamp falls on him and flies away, and Psyche is 

left alone. Pan discovers the lovesick girl on a riverbank, and helps to console her, and 

she sets out to regain her lost husband.  

 However, Venus learns of her son’s disobedience and imprisons him in her home, 

then implores the other gods to capture Psyche and bring her to the goddess. Psyche 

wanders the world, encounter the goddesses Ceres and Juno, who refuse to assist her, 

fearing Venus’ wrath, and eventually she makes her own way to the goddess’s house. She 

is brought before Venus, who tortures her and sets her to four seemingly impossible 

tasks. First, she must sort a great pile of seeds into separate piles, which she accomplishes 

with the help of an army of ants. Second, she must find and bring back a tuft of fleece 

from a golden sheep, which she accomplishes with the advice of a reed on the river bank. 

Third, Venus commands her to travel to the spring, atop a lofty peak, which feeds the 
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Styx and Cocytus and return with a vial of water taken from the spring. An eagle assists 

Psyche in this task, flying to the peak and returning it to her. Finally, however, Venus 

assigns the fourth and most difficult task: Psyche must travel into the depths of Tartarus 

and procure a box of medicine from Proserpina. Realizing the difficulty of this task, 

Psyche climbs a high tower in order to commit suicide, but the tower interjects and gives 

her specific instructions on how to penetrate the underworld. With this advice, Psyche 

successfully navigates the dangers and procures the box from Proserpina, but she is 

overcome once again by curiosity and opens the box, which plunges her into a deep 

sleep. Fortunately, Cupid recovers and is able to escape his mother’s house, and he 

supplicates himself before Jupiter, who approves Cupid and Psyche’s marriage. Psyche is 

elevated to divine status, Venus is placated by Jupiter and the couple is happily joined 

together. 

 In the seventh through tenth books of the novel, Lucius, after escaping the 

bandits, is transferred from owner to owner through  both purchase and theft, and in this 

way he hear a great number of tales, which focus particularly on the themes of lust and 

greed. After the tale of Cupid and Psyche ends, Lucius and Charite make an attempt to 

escape from the bandits, only to be apprehended and returned to their hideout. However, 

they are soon rescued by Charite’s fiancé, Tlepolemus, who infiltrates the bandits’ 

stronghold, pretending to be he son of a famous bandit, and incapacitates the brigands 

with drugged wine. So Lucius is freed from captivity, but he is soon subject to further 

misfortune. Tlepolemus puts him in the care of a slave, whose wife forces Lucius to work 

endlessly in the mill turning the grindstone. Soon after this he is placed in the care of a 

particularly cruel boy and put to work carrying bundles of wood down from a mountain. 
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However, this new caretaker is attacked by a bear, and Lucius flees. Tlepolemus, Lucius’ 

current owner, is murdered by the lusty Thrasyllus, who is in turn attacked and blinded 

by Charite, and they both commit suicide. This tragedy forces the household slaves, now 

without a master, to move on. In their travels they are stricken by wolves, dogs and other 

monstrous creatures, but they finally reach a village, and Lucius is sold at market to a 

group of Syrian priests. Lucius works as a pack animal for these priests for a time as they 

travel from town to town, thieving and defrauding to gain money and provisions. He is 

frequently beaten and mistreated by the priests, until he is sold, once again, to a baker. 

This baker has a particularly cruel wife, who, in addition to working her slaves and 

animals to death in the mill, is a frequent adulteress. In this house Lucius witnesses the 

adultery of the baker’s wife, and also hears several tales of unfaithful wives. Eventually 

he helps to expose the baker’s wife, and she is driven from the household, but she 

retaliates for her humiliation by calling upon supernatural means to kill her former 

husband, and Lucius is sold at auction to a poor market-gardener. While with this 

gardener, he witnesses a number of bizarre portents at the estate of a wealthy associate of 

his owner, and hears a tale of unbridled cruelty, motivated by greed, in which the wealthy 

estate-owners three sons are murdered by a greedy landowner, the event foretold by the 

portents. Returning with the gardener from these unfortunate circumstances, an arrogant 

soldier attempts to steal Lucius from his master, but the gardener gets the upper hand and 

he flees into town upon Lucius’ back. However, Lucius is discovered in the house of one 

of the gardener’s friends and seized by the soldier. The soldier brings him to the house of 

a town-counselor of a small town. Here Lucius hears yet another tale of lust, in which an 

improper step-mother attempts to seduce her step-son, and proceeds to try to poison him 
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when he resists her advances. The soldier sells Lucius to two brothers, who are slave-

cooks. In the care of the cooks, Lucius begins to steal large amounts of their prepared 

food, and the brothers, suspecting something, soon catch him in the act. Overcome with 

the hilarity of an ass with a taste for human foods, the cooks attract the attention of their 

master, who begins to put Lucius’ strange behavior on display. Eventually he attracts the 

attention of a wealthy married woman, who is enamored of Lucius and convinces his 

handlers to allow her to visit him. This woman comes to Lucius at night and engages him 

in sex for a time, before Lucius’ owner books him in a public show at Corinth, where he 

is to copulate with a wretched criminal woman in the arena. Lucius recounts the crimes of 

this woman, witnesses a performance of the choice of Paris at the festival, and flees, 

fearing for his life, which concludes the tenth book of the novel. 

 In the eleventh book, Lucius makes a prayer to the goddess Isis, and she appears 

to him and announces his deliverance. The next day he is finally restored to his human 

form through the instructions of Isis. Lucius enters into service to the goddess and is 

eventually initiated into the mysteries of the cult. He travels to Rome, and undergoes two 

further initiations, one into the cult of Osiris. The book closes with a bald Lucius serving 

as a pastophoros of the temple in Rome, and a litigator. 

 There is very little literary scholarship on the Metamorphoses prior to the 

twentieth century, but the novel’s and its author’s influence is apparent throughout late 

antiquity, the Middle Ages, and the Renaissance. The earlier known manuscript of the 

novel is contained in the Codex Laurentianus 68.2, which dates to the eleventh century 

and is currently housed in the Laurentian Library in Florence. This manuscript, along 

with another in the Library dated to the thirteenth century, is copied from an archetypal 
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manuscript attributed to Sallustius in the fourth century (Haight 91). The first printed 

edition, edited by Givoanni Andrea de Bussi, appeared in Rome in 1469, soon after the 

arrival of the printing press in Italy (Haight 92). Augustine, in the fourth century, was 

familiar with the novel, and addresses Apuleius both in his Letters and in The City of 

God. The Christian writer treats Apuleius as a magician in the mold of Apollonius of 

Tyana, and speculates that the novel is a biographical account of Apuleius’ own 

transformation into an ass (Haight 96). The perception of Apuleius as a magician 

persisted throughout the middle ages, largely based upon the writings of Augustine and 

the various philosophical texts attributed to the author. There are numerous thematic 

elements of the novel present in French romance stories of the time period, particularly 

the story of Cupid and Psyche (Haight 104), but also stories centering upon a man 

transformed into an ass. The Metamorphoses resurfaces once again in the Renaissance, 

when the public sentiment about Apuleius shifted away from that of a magician towards 

that of an entertainer and storyteller (Haight 111).  Boccaccio, in the fourteenth century, 

draws upon many of the themes in the Metamorphoses in his own works, and directly 

translates some of the passages from the novel (Haight 113-4). This propelled the novel 

back into the public awareness, and the influence of the Metamorphoses is especially 

evident in the various Italian ass stories from the sixteenth century onward, and the 

various reinterpretations of the Cupid and Psyche stories of the same time period (Haight 

117-20). Don Quixote features a number of elements borrowed from the Metamorphoses, 

as well (Haight 114). Before the work of twentieth century scholars, the Metamorphoses 

was considered a lively and amusing romance tale, incorporating various aspects of 
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classical storytelling. It was worthy of examination and imitation, but did not inspire a 

great depth of literary exploration. 

 However, the perception of the novel began to shift in the twentieth century, 

particularly in the latter half of the century. Early works of scholarship, particularly Ben 

Edwin Harris’s 1926 work “An Interpretation of Apuleius’ Metamorphoses” persisted in 

the view of the work as frivolous (Harrison, xxxii). This article defined the popular 

conception of the Metamorphoses for much of the early twentieth century. Perry 

describes the Metamorphoses in terms of the Greek tale on which it is based (Perry 239), 

and dismisses the various inset tales in the novel, stating that they serve “no conceivable 

purpose other than that of pure entertainment” with “no logical bearing upon the main 

story” (Perry 240). He criticizes the novel for its lack of straightforward direction and 

overall unity, and the contradictory nature of the characters and themes (Perry 240-1). To 

Perry, the eleventh book of the novel is simply a feeble attempt at moralization by the 

author, and further reflects the disconnected nature of the entire narrative (Perry 242). He 

declares that the “prevailing character of the Metamorphoses is obviously romantic and 

unmoral; not philosophic” (Perry 243). Perry steadfastly indicts the Metamorphoses as a 

purely frivolous exercise in literary fancy, and dismisses the final book of the novel as a 

halfhearted attempt to offset the comic nature of the first ten books (Perry 245). This is 

the prevailing opinion of the Metamorphoses for much of the first few decades of the 

twentieth century. However, this opinion begins to change within the next decade, 

particularly in the 1938 work of German classicist Hermann Riefstahl (Harrison xxxii). 

This work attempts to more favorably define the Metamorphoses as a work of art, with 

serious religious and philosophical lessons, with somewhat successful results (Robertson 
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1939). By the 1970’s, the Metamorphoses was widely regarded by scholars as a work 

remarkable both for its treatment of religious and philosophical issues and its complex 

themes and literary style (Harrison xxxii). 

 The most highly regarded work of modern scholarship on the Metamorphoses, 

however, is John Winkler’s 1985 book Auctor & Actor: A Narratological Reading of 

Apuleius’ Golden Ass (Harrison xxxiv). Winkler opposes earlier scholarship when he 

asserts that the novel is a work of supreme complexity, in which the various digressions 

are deliberately linked with one another (Winkler 1). Winkler attempts to uncover the 

genre of the Metamorphoses, and to question the significance of the diverse range of 

interpretations of the novel. Winkler proposes five separate interpretations of the novel, 

acknowledging that these interpretations are by no means absolute, and in fact often 

intersect with one another. The forms of interpretation are: biographic, concerned with 

events which occurred in Apuleius’ own life; religious, concerned with describing a life 

of impropriety redeemed by religious conversion; philosophic, concerned with presenting 

Platonic ideas; epideictic, concerned with showcasing Apuleius’ skill and range as 

storyteller and writer; and historical, concerned with the transmission of the Greek text on 

which the novel is based (Winkler 4-6). These interpretations, according to Winkler, all 

rely on the idea that the novel is based upon a framework of some older and larger work 

or idea, be it the mysteries of Isis or the philosophic works of Plato (Winkler 8). He 

focuses particularly on the moment in 11.15 of the novel, following Lucius’ restoration to 

his human form, when the Isiac priest Mithras announces to the crowd that all the events 

of the previous books have served some sort of higher purpose (Winkler 8). He asserts 

that the novel is a carefully constructed narrative, in which the aim of the author is to 
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intentionally force the reader to think about the problem of uncertainty (Winkler 15). 

Winkler examines each of the elements of the first ten books of the novel, and then 

presents the various incongruous elements of the final book. Through this, he links the 

eleventh book with the preceding books, and concludes that they all maintain an 

intentional uncertainty, designed to provoke the reader to read the novel a second time, in 

order to discover the hidden purpose contained in the first ten books of the novel. 

Winkler concludes that the Metamorphoses does not fit cleanly into any of the categories 

which have been presented. It is not a strictly religious or philosophical text, but it also 

does not simply display Apuleius’ literary range or knowledge of the Onos tale. Winkler 

asserts that the indeterminate nature of the final book is the key element of the novel as a 

whole. 

 I will argue that the first ten books of the novel are a representation of a world 

filled with iniquity and vice, providing examples of the three primary themes of vice 

which pervade the first ten books of the novel: greed, including gluttony, avarice and 

excessive curiosity; lust, looking particularly at instances of adultery and unnatural lust; 

and sacrilege, examining the presence of the supernatural and improper religious 

behavior. I will then examine the final book of the novel, and address the specific 

allusions to the events of the preceding books. I will show how the presence of these 

powerful themes of vice construct a world in which Lucius is inextricably trapped, until 

in the eleventh book Isis frees him from these vices and he ascends to a different world. I 

agree with Winkler in that the Metamorphoses is an immensely complex book, which 

pushes the reader to seek a concrete answer within the pages. However, I will 

demonstrate that the clear progression of vice that exists throughout the myriad 
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digressions and jokes that are present in the novel, and the finality to the presentation of 

Lucius at the end, presents a specific solution. The Metamorphoses is an account of 

religious transformation. The world of the first ten books is inverted as Lucius steps into 

the role of religious zealot, and while the incongruities of the final book are still present, 

they represent the continued existence of the ugly, vice-filled world of the first ten books. 

The world has not changed, Lucius has, and this is the conclusion that is presented at the 

close of the novel. 
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GREED 

No character in the Metamorphoses escapes from vice or its consequences, and 

greed in particular pervades the novel. As Lucius travels through the novel, he encounters 

three principal types of greed: gluttony, the desire to eat and drink to excess; avarice, the 

insatiable wish for for financial gain and possessions; and curiosity, the improper craving 

for excessive knowledge. Each of these types of greed is linked closely with the other, so 

that an individual will often display more than one type of greed. When Lucius 

encounters greed, whether he physically comes face to face with it or hears of it in a tale, 

dire consequences inevitably follow. When Lucius behaves greedily, punishment ensues, 

often in the form of beatings or other cruelty, and it is no different for the other 

characters. The presence of greed and its consequences constantly assails Lucius, and 

develops into a perpetual cycle of vice and consequence that persists throughout the first 

ten books of the Metamorphoses.  

 Lucius often encounters the vice of gluttony in amusing circumstances, but the 

comedy of these encounters conceals a connection between gluttony and misfortune. 

When Lucius arrives in Thessaly, he is overcome with hunger, and after leaving his horse 

and belongings at Milo’s house he walks into town to purchase some fish. He buys some 

from a merchant, but as he returns home, he meets an old friend, Pythias, who is an 

aedile, charged with overseeing the corn-supply. Pythias, outraged at the price that 

Lucius has paid for his dinner, takes his newly-purchased fish from him and stomps them 

into the ground, forcing Lucius to go without supper for the night (Apul. Met. 1.24-5). 

While Lucius’ simple desire for dinner is not particularly gluttonous, this episode 

strongly connects food with misfortune in that Lucius’ first purchase of food in the 
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narrative immediately results in hardship. Though it is funny for the reader, Lucius is 

certainly not pleased to have missed a meal. Similarly, Lucius’ first interactions with 

Photis, the instrument of his transformation, are in the kitchen, and amusing cooking 

metaphors make up most of their first interactions: “That’s a succulent dish you have in 

readiness there! How lucky a fellow would be if you let him stick his finger in – he’d be 

on top of the world” (2.7). While lust certainly inspires this interaction, it is interesting 

that the language of the kitchen dominates the exchange, equating gluttony with lust. The 

cooking metaphors are humorous, and overshadow the warning Photis give Lucius when 

she tells him to “keep as far as possible from this stove of mine” (1.7). Lucius’ pairing 

with Photis certainly does not benefit him, when as a reward he becomes an ass. Comedy 

is often connected in this way with food, but these amusing situations often obscure 

Lucius’ inevitable misfortune. 

 Gluttony appears at the very outset of the novel when Lucius, having encountered 

Aristomenes and another traveler on the road to Thessaly, tells a short anecdote. He 

recalls to his companions an eating contest in which he had participated the previous day: 

“yesterday evening I was trying to compete with fellow-guests in greedily bolting down a 

largish portion of polenta. Because the stuff was so soft and sticky, it stuck in my throat 

and impeded my breathing so that I very nearly choked" (1.4). Polenta, in Latin culture, 

is a type of soft cheese, as opposed to the modern cornmeal dish. Though this passage is 

undoubtedly comic, and is relatively insignificant in length, nonetheless Lucius’ words 

are very important. He immediately evokes image of himself as a foolish glutton, 

participating in a frivolous contest of greed and nearly killing himself in the process. The 
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fact that Lucius highlights his own gluttony in this way so early in the novel immediately 

establishes the theme of overconsumption and its potentially fatal consequences. 

Aristomenes reinforces these same images of choking and death in his tale. He 

recounts a moment of terror in which a small crust of bread “got stuck in my throat, and I 

could neither swallow nor regurgitate it” (1.19). Lucius choking on the polenta comes 

immediately back into the reader’s mind, reinforcing the link between gluttony and death. 

Immediately after this choking episode, Aristomenes watches as his companion suddenly 

collapses by the river after he “greedily wolfed the food” and “bent greedily over the 

water to take a drink” (1.19). Socrates perishes when the sponge placed by Meroë 

suddenly tumbles out of his throat when he drinks from the river. The image of a sponge 

lodged in Socrates’ gullet once again recalls Lucius’ polenta and Aristomenes’ bread-

crust, but it also represents the curse of gluttony placed upon Socrates by Meroë. An 

unquenchable hunger and thirst comes upon him, and he can do nothing but give in to his 

gluttony, which in turn results in his death. The novel has only just begun, and already it 

is dominated by the link between gluttony and terrible misfortune. Gluttony becomes a 

common vice between Lucius and Aristomenes. Lucius’ tale of choking on the polenta is 

reflected and magnified in Aristomenes’ tale, with Lucius’ seemingly harmless tale of a 

friendly competition with comic results transforming into a grisly tale of suffering and 

death.  

Aristomenes also laments the detrimental effects of the overconsumption of food 

and drink on the human mind: “when people have stuffed themselves with food and too 

much wine, they have harsh and disturbing dreams. I myself drank too much last evening, 

and had a bad night which brought such dreadful and troublesome dreams that I still feel 
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as if I’m spattered and polluted with human blood” (1.18). This revelation by 

Aristomenes further expands the consequences of gluttony. In addition to death, an 

unclear mind also awaits the glutton. If Aristomenes had a clearer mind during his 

encounter with Meroë; perhaps he could have done something to save his friend from his 

fate. In the end, he does have Socrates’ blood on his hands. Aristomenes’ warnings are 

confirmed when Lucius attends Byrrhena’s dinner party, which features “heaped-up 

dishes” and “regularly circulated… cups of vintage wine” (2.19). Lucius leaves his aunt’s 

house, “as bloated with drink as the rest,” and proceeds to “weave my way homeward” 

(2.31). His mind clouded by food and drink, Lucius cannot properly identify the foes he 

meets and attacks at Milo’s door. This inebriated battle causes no small amount of grief 

for Lucius in his false trial at the festival of Laughter, as the consequences for his 

drunkenness are the very real fears of torture and death, and his humiliation in front of 

the entire town (3.2-10). Had he been sober, perhaps he would have recognized the 

supposed brigands as inflated goatskins and spared himself considerable discomfort. An 

excess of drink also brings about the demise of the bandits, when Tlepolemus uses 

drugged cups of wine to lull the criminals to sleep before rescuing his bride and returning 

to dispatch the entire band of bandits, who are still slumbering in their hideout (7.13). 

Surrounded by a great excess of food and drink, Lucius encounters the dangers of 

overindulgence in food and drink firsthand. Immoderation leads to suffering, for Lucius 

and others. Lucius and Aristomenes establish this fact with their two tales of choking, and 

then the subsequent tales show more and more examples of the various consequences of 

gluttony.  
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In the Metamorphoses, gluttony is a particular blight of the animal kingdom. 

When Lucius is first placed in the stable by Photis, another donkey and his own horse 

assail him, and he remarks that he “can only assume that their concern for their 

provender” (3.26) brought on this undeserved assault. This is only the first of many 

examples of the gluttony of animals. In one of the bandits’ tales, Demochares’ bears 

resort to cannibalism, “compelled by sordid poverty and monotony of diet to seek any 

disgusting addition of free food for their shrunken bellies” (4.14). The bears, lacking 

control over their gluttony, devour their own king out of hunger. Lucius recounts the 

legend of a king of Thrace, who had giant horses, whom he fed with human flesh to 

satisfy their insatiable hunger (7.16). The bear that frees Lucius from the cruel mastery of 

the criminal youth (7.17-24) is nonetheless described as “monstrous” (7.24), and devours 

the boy after tearing him limb from limb. The false dragon which Psyche’s sisters invent 

in the tale of Cupid and Psyche, a horrible beast that seeks to impregnate Psyche only so 

it can feast upon her unborn child (5.18), echoes the same sentiment, as does the 

“monstrous” (8.4) boar that Tlepolemus and Thrasyllus confront, which likewise shows a 

taste for human flesh. All of these animals show a clear inability to control and satisfy 

their hunger, which confirms Lucius’ belief that all animals are inevitably gluttons. This 

also leads to the assumption, by Lucius’ servant, that he is, as an ass, attempting to 

greedily steal and devour the roses left in the stable on the altar to Epona. The perception 

of animals as gluttons foils what would otherwise be a simple resolution to Lucius’ 

affliction. Similarly, after the she-bear devours the cruel boy in the forest, the boy’s 

parents blame Lucius, declaring him “a slave to gluttony, perpetually stuffing and 

expanding that greedy, bloated belly” (7.27). This earns Lucius one of many beatings he 
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receives as an ass. Lucius presents the idea that animals are gluttonous himself, and his 

beliefs are confirmed by other characters in the novel. 

Lucius is indeed afflicted with gluttony upon his transformation into an ass, 

leading to a great deal of Lucius’ many misfortunes. The curse of his “bottomless” (4.22) 

belly first prompts Lucius to devour an entire plot of vegetables soon after he is stolen 

from Milo’s stables by bandits, and this earns him a beating at the hands of the 

vegetables’ owner, from which he escapes, only to be chased down by the man’s wife 

and fellow villagers, who unleash a pack of dogs on Lucius. He is able to escape being 

beaten to death only by unleashing a disgusting stream of diarrhea upon his assailants. 

The beating and dog attack is punishment enough, but the disgusting means by which 

Lucius is forced to escape, while quite amusing, is an even greater shame. This does little 

to stem Lucius’ insatiable hunger as an ass, however. He devours far more bread than he 

should at the bandits’ hideout (4.22), and later expresses regret that he is not a dog when 

he is rescued by Tlepolemus (7.14). This gluttony ultimately puts Lucius into grave 

danger when he is eventually sold, after changing hands several time, to a pair of brothers 

who are slave-cooks. With these cooks, Lucius is at long last given a true opportunity to 

sate his unrelenting appetite. At first, he eats only small amounts, so as not to be noticed, 

but as his confidence rises, he begins “to dispose of all the choicest left-overs, and to 

select and lick clean the more luscious sweets” (10.14). This arouses the suspicions of the 

two brothers, and they eventually catch him in the act, and the hilarity of his desire for 

human food leads to the cook’s master putting Lucius on display. Lucius benefits from 

this for a short time, growing fat and healthy, but he catches the eye of a wealthy married 

woman in Corinth, who begins to pay to sleep with the ass. This newfound skill leads 
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Lucius’ owner to put him on display in the arena, where he will copulate with a criminal 

woman before she is torn apart by wild beasts. He speculates that “when we were joined 

close in sexual embraces, any beast dispatched to kill the woman could not prove to be so 

wisely discriminating, so skillfully trained, or so moderately self-denying as to…spare 

me because I had not been condemned and was innocent” (10.34). So, Lucius’ own 

gluttony puts him in the path of even more insatiable creatures, and this fulfills the theme 

first laid out by Lucius’ story about the polenta. Lucius first illustrates his own gluttony 

in that anecdote, and this gluttony is extended to other characters in the story of 

Aristomenes and the examples of the bandits and others. Finally, with animals firmly 

established as gluttonous, Lucius succumbs himself to the desires of his ass’s stomach, 

and it very nearly leads him into a most humiliating death. This cycle reflects the level to 

which gluttony pervades the world of the first ten books. 

Although Lucius himself does not display the vice of avarice, the desire for 

money appears early in the novel, and plays a central role in the world of the first ten 

books of the novel. Lucius first encounters avarice in his Thessalian host, Milo. He is a 

wealthy man, but Lucius describes him as living “in utter squalor” in a tiny, dark hut, 

“counting his mildewed coins” (1.21). He does not have enough seating to offer Lucius a 

seat of his own, or enough plates and utensils to set him a place at table. The first thing 

Photis asks Lucius upon his arrival is “What security do you intend to offer for a loan?” 

stating that “the only pledge we accept is gold or silver” (1.22). These statements have a 

comic effect, as the idea of Milo sitting in his dark hovel, counting his coins and living in 

constant fear of robbers and bandits is definitely humorous, but under this amusing guise 

Milo is a dark figure. After all, his wife is a witch of the worst kind, and his extreme 
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frugality, coupled with his propensity for lengthy and boring dinner conversation, makes 

him an extremely unpleasant companion. Much like the introduction of gluttony, avarice 

is first presented directly to Lucius, in a short, amusing encounter. Like Lucius’ polenta 

story, Milo’s introduction provides the foundation for a world filled with avarice, despite 

its innocent appearance. 

The impropriety of Milo’s parsimony surfaces soon after Lucius arrives at his 

home. Lucius quickly seeks respite from this “noisome old man” (1.26) and goes to 

market to purchase some fish. As discussed earlier, Pythias is outraged at the price Lucius 

pays for his dinner, and forces him to return to the market, where Pythias stomps the fish 

into the dirt in front of the fishmonger, and makes the accusation that “by putting such 

high prices on your wretched fish you are turning this desirable region of Thessaly into 

nothing but a rocky desert” (1.25). The comedy of this event draws attention away from 

Pythias’ legitimate outrage, but it is the aedile’s reaction that reveals the prevailing 

opinion of avarice in the novel. Overpriced fish are a relatively trivial matter, but Pythias 

reacts strongly against the high price, accusing the fishmonger of singlehandedly ruining 

the land of Thessaly by driving away would be visitors. Soon after this encounter, Lucius 

hears another example of the dangers of avarice at the house of Byrrhena, when he hears 

the tale of Thelyphron. Thelyphron’s desire for money, despite the numerous warnings he 

receives about the power of witches, leads him to accept a job guarding the corpse of a 

recently deceased man against the incursions of witches. Though he makes a legitimate 

attempt to protect the dead body, he is lulled to sleep by the sorceresses and they then 

steal his ears and nose (2.21-30). As a result, Thelyphron lives the remainder of his life as 

a target of mockery and a source of extreme amusement, because he was so eager to 
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make an easy profit. The introduction of avarice, in this way, unfolds in the same way as 

the introduction of gluttony. First, Lucius encounters a relatively innocuous example of 

avarice: in this case, the miser Milo. Soon after this initial encounter, the vice is 

confirmed by another character, who illustrates its negative consequences. Finally, 

Lucius witnesses the final consequences of avarice, in this case in the mutilated face of 

Thelyphron. This progression moves avarice from an insignificant and somewhat 

amusing flaw of Milo, to a legitimate evil, which inevitably leads to terrible hardship. 

The bandits provide the strongest exemplar of the avarice in the novel, in the 

same way that animals are the exemplar of gluttony. Money serves as their main source 

of loyalty to one another, and this desire for money exiles them from society as criminals. 

They are experts in avarice, stating accurately that “people who live on a modest scale, 

whether they have a small fortune or, come to that, a large one, hide it away as if it didn’t 

exist, keep a sharper eye on it, and defend it to the point of endangering their life’s 

blood” (4.9). As devoted lovers and hoarders of coin, they understand the bond between 

the greedy man and his fortune, and see the difficulty in targeting the greedy for theft. 

The bandits relate their exploits in heroic fashion, an ironic twist on their 

decidedly un-heroic motives and methods. Each tale is an example of the consequences 

of excessive greed and love for money and possessions, and provides numerous examples 

of avarice. The first tale relates the death of Lamachus, the leader of a group of the 

bandits dispatched to Thebes in search of plunder. Lamachus’ band learns of a wealthy 

money-changer by the name of Chryseros, which means “gold-lover” in Greek. He is 

hardly a pillar of virtue, but rather is similar in many respects to Milo. Despite having a 

great fortune, he goes out of his way to conceal this from the public, using “elaborate 
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ruses for fear of having to shoulder public services and shows,” and living alone in a 

small shack, “sitting on his bags of gold” (4.9). This description of Chryseros establishes 

the heroic tone of the tale, setting Lamachus and the bandits as the heroes, attacking the 

wealthy miser and making off with his unneeded gold. Despite the heroic language, the 

brigands are hardly heroes, and they are also punished for their crimes when Chryseros’ 

nails their leader’s hand to the doorpost, and then alerts the neighborhood to the presence 

of the bandits. The bandits cut off Lamachus’ hand, but he is both unable and unwilling 

to escape with his comrades, lamenting the loss of his hand: “why… should a brave 

bandit live on without the hand which alone could rob and strangle?” (4.11). He 

ultimately decides to kill himself by driving his own sword through his heart. This mock 

heroism is an excellent inversion of typical heroic language. Lamachus’ sacrifice for his 

comrades would normally be an act of selfless heroism, but he is only sacrificing his 

ability to further murder and plunder. Lamachus deservedly loses his life, and this tale 

shows two clear consequences of avarice. On one hand, if you are rich and hoard your 

riches, you will be robbed; while on the other, if you are a thief, you will meet your 

death. 

The bandits’ other two tales reflect this reality. The bandit Alcimus climbs into 

the hut of an old woman, and robs her of all of her possessions as she sleeps. The old 

woman awakens, and begs him not to steal her meager possessions. She asks Alcimus 

why he is throwing her things down to her rich neighbors whose house is just below the 

window and Alcimus, eager for a greater haul of plunder, leans out of the window for a 

better look. Fooled by his own avarice, he is pushed from the window by the old lady and 

he meets a gruesome end on a boulder below (4.12). In the bandits’ third tale, Envy 
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punishes Demochares when she strikes down his stock of bears intended for a gladiatorial 

show (4.14). The wealthy man’s excessive extravagance carries the same penalty as 

Milo’s parsimony, when the bandits capitalize on his loss and sell him one of their 

comrades, Thrasyleon, hidden inside the skin of a bear. Thrasyleon lets his companions 

into the house, and the bandits begin to pillage the residence, however, a slave alerts the 

household and the bandits are forced to retreat. Thrasyleon, however, is left to the dogs 

and the lances of the household, and is killed, while still disguised as a bear (4.14-21). 

These two tales reinforce the lesson of the first. If you are wealthy, and hoard or flaunt 

your wealth excessively, you will be accordingly punished. A thief, however, receives 

death as his punishment. These tales further build upon the foundation set down in the 

first few books by Milo and Pythias, and provide evidence of the various types of avarice 

and their consequences. 

The bandits display the same avarice that they discuss in their tales, and it is their 

collective avarice that leads to their demise. Their kidnapping of Charite, with hopes of a 

significant ransom from her wealthy family, leads to their infiltration by her husband 

Tlepolemus, disguised as the famed bandit Haemus, son of Theron. Haemus is a classic 

bandit figure: “Human blood served as my milk, and I was reared among the platoons of 

my father’s gang, to be his heir and rival in valour” (7.5). However, it is not Haemus’ 

credentials as a bandit that solidifies his place as the new leader of the bandits, but rather 

the great amount of money he pours out of his tunic. This blind acceptance by the bandits 

of a large sum of gold leads to their death at the hands of Tlepolemus and Charite’s 

family. The fate of the bandits is a fitting end to their tales of avarice. Blinded by their 

own desire for coin, they meet a bloody end. 
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Lucius encounters a final image of greed in the grasping landowner, when Lucius, 

in the care of the market-gardener, hears a story of cruelty and bloodshed after a series of 

bizarre portents at the home of a wealthy estate-owner. This tale connects insatiable 

avarice with extreme pride and arrogance, and extends the terrible consequences of 

avarice beyond the avaricious man. An evil and wealthy man is so intent on driving out 

his poor neighbor that, even after taking all of his possessions and income, he brings an 

unjust suit against the poor man, and claims his neighbor’s property as his own. When the 

man finally stands up to this abuse, and calls upon his fellow citizens in defense, the 

wealthy man reveals the depths of his corruption: “He had not restrained his plunderings, 

and now he did not seek even to restrain his language” (9.36). He boasts that he does not 

care about the crowd gathered on the poor man’s behalf and declares his intention to 

remove him bodily from his ancestral lands. This is the ultimate ascension of his pride. 

He is so consumed by avarice that he believes himself above even the laws of the state. 

When one of the estate-owner’s three sons, who had come to the aid of their friend, 

speaks out in defense of the law, declaring the poor man an equal citizen to the rich, the 

monster is unleashed. Already an evil man, the steady progression of the wealthy man’s 

avarice, and the inflation of his pride as a result, finally erupts at this challenge: “These 

words fed the man’s vile temper as oil feeds a flame, as sulphur feeds a fire, as a whip 

goads a Fury” (9.36). The man orders his dogs unleashed on the gathered crowd and they 

make short work of most of the people there, even those who try to escape. One of the 

three brothers is caught and torn apart, which spurs the other two to turn and face their 

brother’s killer. However, the covetous man is no newcomer to violence: “Though 

covered in blood, he was experienced in the role of assassin from many such despicable 
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deeds in the past” (9.37). He kills another of the two brothers, and his slaves rush to his 

assistance. The last remaining brother, feigning an injury, exploits the very pride that 

precipitated this grisly affair and goads the rich man into attacking him, at which point he 

overpowers and kills him, before slitting his own throat to deny the rich man’s slaves 

their vengeance. This tale completes the depiction of avarice in the novel, showing the 

greatest extremes to which a love of gain leads. The example laid out by Milo’s frugality 

culminates in the actions of this one avaricious man. Avarice not only drives one to crime 

and exile, it also results in undo suffering and death, not only for the avaricious, but for 

the innocent as well. So Lucius sees a world overcome by avarice, where even blameless 

bystanders are caught up in the storm of cruelty and bloodshed that surrounds the vice 

and its perpetrators. 

Finally, Lucius provides the strongest example of a third type of greed because he 

is overcome by curiosity, an improper desire to obtain inappropriate knowledge. This 

curiosity, like gluttony and avarice, also comes to the forefront at the very onset of the 

novel. Lucius, upon approaching Aristomenes and his companion on the road to 

Thessaly, hears a guffaw of disbelief: “Spare me this tissue of crazy and monstrous lies” 

(1.2). This exclamation immediately piques Lucius’ interest, and he seeks to hear the tale 

in full. He has some strange words concerning this: “I am not inquisitive, but I am the 

type which likes to know about everything, or at least about most things” (1.2). The first 

words Lucius utter in the novel reveal his desire for knowledge of all things fantastic, 

belying his curious nature. The stranger, refusing to believe Aristomenes’ tale, contests 

with Lucius when he proposes that Aristomenes killed Socrates and invented this tale of 

magic and witches in order to escape punishment. This illustrates the primary issue of 
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Lucius’ excessive desire for knowledge. Lucius’ curiosity makes him naïve, and open to 

suggestion. Lucius’ reaction to his arrival in the land of Thessaly reinforces his naïveté: 

“I did not believe that anything which I gazed on in the city was merely what it was, but 

that every single object had been transformed into a different shape by some muttered 

and deadly incantation” (2.1). The land of Thessaly, if it is as steeped in magic as Lucius 

obviously believes, is not a place for curiosity, but rather for caution, but Lucius ignores 

this and chooses rather to delve deeper into evil knowledge. The skeptical stranger 

displays the proper level of caution, restraining his curiosity. Even if Aristomenes’ tale is 

true, it is not a subject to be discussed. Lucius desire to hear the story is innocent enough 

at first, but the stranger’s reaction illustrates the underlying danger to Lucius’ curiosity. 

Lucius is warned against exactly such curiosity almost as soon as he arrives in 

Thessaly, when he first meets his aunt Byrrhena and accompanies her to her house. Here, 

he sees a statue of Diana, protected by stone hounds, whose “eyes were threatening, their 

ears pricked up, their nostrils flaring, their maws savage” (2.4). Behind this threatening 

image is a false cave, in which a statue of Actaeon sits, “his neck craned forward as he 

gazed with curiosity towards the goddess” (2.4). This set of images is a clear warning to 

Lucius: those who seek urgently to know that which ought to be hidden are accordingly 

punished. Immediately after this, his aunt warns him about Pamphile, the wife of Milo, 

and urges him not to probe too profoundly into such dangerous things (2.5). Lucius does 

not take these warnings to heart, however, and he continues toward his downfall. He even 

acknowledges his own foolishness in his pursuit for knowledge: “I was all for taking a 

running jump and landing myself headlong in those murky depths” (2.6). These warnings 

all foreshadow the terrible consequences of Lucius’ excessive curiosity, but he 
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nonetheless rushes towards his fate. When Photis finally reveals Pamphile’s ability to 

transform into an owl to Lucius, and then provides him with the opportunity to attempt 

the transformation himself, he “hastily tore off all my clothes” and “dipped my hands 

eagerly into the box” (3.24). Lucius’ haste contributes to Photis taking the wrong 

ointment, which transforms him into an ass rather than an owl. This is Lucius’ first 

punishment for his curiosity, and starts him down his path in the novel. All of the 

warnings which precede his transformation, and his transformation itself, exhibit the 

danger inherent in a consuming desire for knowledge of things better left unknown. 

However, this transformation does little to change Lucius’ curious nature. As an ass, he is 

even more capable of satisfying his curiosity through eavesdropping and spying, and this 

ultimately leads to negative consequences for Lucius. The danger of curiosity progresses 

just as quickly as that of gluttony, because it is a primary vice of Lucius himself. It is the 

primary culprit in Lucius’ long string of misfortune. Without his curiosity, Lucius 

perhaps would have heeded the advice of the stranger and his aunt, and left alone the 

dangerous knowledge which awaited him. 

The story of Cupid and Psyche is a direct parallel to the trials of Lucius, and also 

contains numerous warnings against curiosity. Both Psyche and her sisters seek 

knowledge of things that they should not know. Cupid repeatedly cautions his wife 

against attempting to reveal his true identity, and she respects his wishes until her sisters, 

fueled by avarice, curiosity, and jealousy, convince her to uncover the truth. Their 

invented story of a monstrous dragon (5.17-8) reflects their own greed, both for the riches 

granted to Psyche and for the knowledge of the identity of her mysterious husband. When 

the sisters ultimately succeed in their designs, and Cupid casts out Psyche, they soon 
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meet their doom as a result of their own greedy curiosity. Psyche tells each of them to go 

to the rock, where the Zephyr will carry them down to live as Cupid’s wife. Blinded by 

their greed for the riches of a god, and their desire to learn the true identity of Psyche’s 

divine husband, they do not realize their sister’s subterfuge, and each leaps from the rock 

to their death (5.27). Psyche’s curiosity in turn results in punishment when she opens 

Persephone’s box, and it plunges her into a deep sleep. Psyche, like Lucius, is ultimately 

rescued from the punishments for her curiosity by the intervention of a powerful deity. 

Only when Psyche renounces her curious nature can she free herself from torment and 

join her husband amongst the gods. The examples of the Cupid and Psyche story provide 

Lucius with a clear lesson, and illuminate the pervasive nature of curiosity. Psyche’s 

sisters commit terrible crimes against their own family because of jealousy fueled by 

curiosity and avarice, and Psyche endures terrible hardship because of her desire for 

knowledge. Lucius’ initial moment of curiosity expands to encompass the entire novel, as 

it is the primary culprit in his transformation, and his choices in the first few books of the 

novel, motivated by curiosity, dominate his experiences as an ass. 

  Gluttony, avarice, and curiosity, the three forms of greed in the novel, surround 

Lucius throughout the Metamorphoses. The novel presents each of these forms of vice 

very early, in seemingly innocent circumstances, but each subsequent example builds 

upon the examples preceding it. The consequences for greed escalate in tandem with the 

examples, with greed ultimately resulting in the most terrible forms of cruelty, bloodshed, 

and suffering. The end result is an image of a world filled with greed, in which Lucius 

constantly grapples with the desire for gain, be it of food, money or knowledge. Lucius 
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moves from one misfortune to the next, spurred along by the vices evident both within 

Lucius and within others, and he cannot escape this greed-filled world alone. 
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LUST 

 Lust presents itself repeatedly in the Metamorphoses in the many inset stories, but 

Lucius is not simply a passive observer of lust. He personally participates in a great deal 

of lustful activities, and faces many of the consequences himself. The novel specifically 

addresses two types of lust: typical sexual lust, exhibited in men and women; and 

unnatural lust, most often exhibited between humans and animals, but also including 

passive homosexuality and incest. Though women most often succumb to lust, there are a 

few instances in which men given in to their insatiable sexual desires. Lucius’ encounters 

with lust work to further construct a world overrun with vice and its dire consequences, 

from which Lucius cannot find an escape. 

 Lucius meets a long string of improper women in the Metamorphoses, from the 

very onset of the story, to his final encounter with the criminal woman in the arena, and 

their lustful nature links these women with one another. Aristomenes’ tale, at the onset of 

the novel, focuses partially on the voracious sexual appetite of the witch Meroë. When 

Socrates is taken in by the evil witch Meroë, she is, at first, kind to Socrates, taking him 

in to her home after bandits rob him of his money and possessions in the wilderness. She 

provides food and shelter for the wretched man. However, she soon reveals her true 

motives when, “feeling sexy” (1.7), she takes him up to her bedroom. From this point 

forward, Meroë ensnares Socrates. Aristomenes chastises his friend for his foolishness: 

“You certainly deserve to suffer the worst possible fate… because you put the pleasures 

of sex and a leather-skinned whore before your home and children” (1.8). The function of 

this tale is twofold. First, it demonstrates the danger of improper sexual activity. Socrates 

has a wife and family, but he nonetheless yields to Meroë’s desires, with disastrous 
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results. Second, Aristomenes’ chastisement strengthens Socrates’ crime. He is not 

completely deserving of his fate, but he is also by no means innocent. Aristomenes is 

only the first to warn Lucius about the dangers of such a woman. 

Milo’s wife Pamphile parallels Meroë. She shares a similar taste for men and 

witchcraft, making use of her supernatural powers to ensnare new lovers so that she can 

satisfy her unquenchable lust. It is Pamphile’s lust-inspired magic, along with Photis’ 

deceit, that draws the goatskins to Milo’s door, resulting in Lucius’ trial at the festival of 

Laughter. Byrrhena stridently warns Lucius about Pamphile: “she sows the seeds of 

allurements, dominates his will, and proceeds to imprison him in eternal bonds of deep 

love” (2.5). However, her words are to no avail. Lucius is not ensnared by Pamphile, but 

he instead falls into an inappropriate pairing with her servant, Photis. Milo’s servant does 

share the same level of lust with the witches, but she is nonetheless willing to engage 

Lucius in a sexual affair with little prompting. The progression of events from Lucius’ 

encounter with the rumor of the lustful nature of witches and their dire consequences to 

his sexual encounters with Photis places special emphasis on the powers and motives of 

inappropriate women, and illustrates their propensity for lust. 

Murder and deceit are the common tools of lustful women in the Metamorphoses, 

and these tools are apparent in each of the improper women who appear in the novel, 

starting with Meroë, Pamphile, and Photis, and continuing in the string of various 

adulteresses Lucius encounters. After Lucius hears the accounts of the terrifying abilities 

of Meroë and Pamphile, Thelyphron once again puts the tools of a lustful woman on 

display. The widow for whom he is guarding the corpse is attractive: “the lady pushed her 

overhanging hair to each side, revealing a face which was attractive even in grief” (2.23). 
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Even when the woman is revealed to be a criminal, her beauty remains important. The 

evil woman fools Thelyphron and all the townspeople with her display of grief, to the 

point that she convinces some people of her innocence even when the Egyptian priest 

summons her deceased husband’s spirit to incriminate her. Her initial devious show of 

grief, as well as her further challenge to the summoned spirit of her late husband, is a 

strong example of the use of deceit in the service of lust, as well as the use of poison or 

other means to dispose of a husband or lover. This story, along with the Aristomenes tale 

and Byrrhena’s warning, exemplify the motives and methods of lusty women. That these 

tales happen in quick succession at the very onset of the novel is a warning to Lucius: the 

world is filled with lusty women, and lusty women are dangerous. 

Lucius encounters a series of promiscuous women with similar tools and agendas 

later in the novel. The tale of Cupid and Psyche prominently features Psyche’s two 

untrustworthy sisters. These women are not explicit adulteresses, but they disrespect their 

vows of marriage, and make use of the same tools of deceit as the numerous adulteresses 

in the novel. Though at first they are overjoyed to see their sister, whom they presumed 

dead, they soon are transformed by lustful jealousy. Convinced of the divine nature of 

Psyche’s mysterious husband, they launch into a tirade, in which one sister declares “my 

life’s a hell; to begin with, I have a husband older than my father. He’s balder than an 

onion as well, and he hasn’t the virility of an infant” (5.9), and the other bemoans that she 

must “put up with a husband crippled and bent with rheumatism, so that he can succumb 

to my charms only once in a blue moon,” and that she is a “slaving nursing attendant, not 

a dutiful wife” (5.10). Both women make specific complaints about their husbands’ lack 

of interest in sex, making lust a primary motive for their crimes. Their lack of respect for 
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their husbands, and their husbands’ inability to satisfy them sexually, leads them into the 

same evil that awaits an adulterer. They trick Psyche into violating the instructions of her 

husband, and her own lust in turn betrays her, when she is overcome by the divine beauty 

of Cupid. In the end, however, Psyche punishes her sisters for their licentious deceit 

when she informs each, in turn, that her former husband wishes to take them instead as 

his wife. Both sisters are quick to abandon their marriage vows, committing adultery 

against their husbands by leaving them to become another’s spouse, and they leap to their 

deaths from the cliff. Psyche’s sisters exemplify the corrupting influence of lust. Before 

they realize that a god had chosen their sister as a wife, they are content and dutiful 

wives, but after they discover their sister’s good fortune, their lust drives them to evil 

deceit, and ultimately leads to their death.  

While with the catamite priests, Lucius hears tale of a woman who shamelessly 

cuckolds her husband, who exhibits the subtle tools of an accomplished adulteress. The 

storyteller describes this improper woman as “clever” (9.5), “resourceful in such 

unsavoury circumstances” (9.5) and “guileful” (9.6). These words recall the previous 

adulteresses in the novel, who are all crafty women, skilled at deceiving their lovers and 

husbands. This particular story is made more outrageous by the gullibility of her husband. 

While the woman should be blamed for her adultery, her husband also takes on some of 

the blame for his shocking ignorance. He allows himself to be cuckolded while he is 

scrubbing out and repairing the jar, and then carries the jar to the house of his rival! This 

tale both displays the deceitful tools of an adulteress, but also presents a picture of the 

foolish cuckold, who complies with his wife’s adultery because of his lack of vigilance. 

This reinforces the image of a world filled with lust. If one is not constantly on the look 
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out for the deceit of an improper woman, then he will inevitably suffer the shameful 

consequences.  

The baker’s wife is a prime example of a cunning, adulterous woman. She is filled 

with lust, and also motivated by greed and pure malice, spending her days drinking with 

an elderly companion, listening to tales of other lovers, and seeking to shame her own 

husband. While Lucius is in the care of this woman, he hears a number of tales that 

illustrate the different outcomes of adultery. Her companion first tells her the tale of 

Philesitherus, a determined adulterer. The women speak of this unsavory man in loving 

tones: “He is handsome, generous, energetic; he never rests in challenging the 

precautions which husbands vainly take” (9.16). Philesitherus successfully hoodwinks a 

jealous husband, Barbarus, with the aid of the greedy slave Myrmex, and satisfies his lust 

for married women. This tale exhibits the ability of a determined adulterer to quickly 

corrupt a formerly devoted wife, and also strengthens the depiction of a world filled with 

vice. Every person has a weakness. Barbarus’ wife succumbs to lust, while Myrmex 

succumbs to greed. The baker’s wife, inspired by this tale, invites her lover to share her 

bed. However, her husband returns abruptly with a tale of his own, in which one of his 

friends, a laundry-man, catches his wife in adultery. She attempts to deceive her husband 

by hiding her lover in a sulphur-basket, but he nearly perishes because of the fumes 

(9.24-5). This provides an alternative to the easily cuckolded husband, and showcases the 

ever-present danger inherent in adultery. The baker returns from this scene, disgusted, 

only to find his wife engaged in adultery as well. Lucius alerts him to his wife’s misdeeds 

by kicking away the basket hiding the adulterer. The baker shows some cleverness of his 

own at last, and tricks the boy into entering the bedroom with him, where he beats him 
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senseless with a rod and drives both the adulterer and his wife out of his house. Deceit 

results in further deceit. This final tale exhibits the lack of trust propagated by lust and 

adultery and each of these tales shows that lust often inspires in women and desire to 

subvert and deceive their husband. 

Lust does not beget deceit alone, but also violence. There are several small 

examples of violence associated with lust throughout the Metamorphoses, such as the 

adulterous bailiff who is tied to a tree and slowly devoured by ants because of his 

master’s anger over the results of his infidelity (8.22). However, violence comes to the 

forefront in the tale of Thrasyllus, which is also the only significant inset tale in the novel 

which focuses specifically on the exploits of a lustful man. Thrasyllus is a wealthy 

nobleman, but he is by no means noble: “he spent his time the degenerate pursuits of the 

tavern, the brothel, and day-long drinking” (8.1). Described in this way, Thrasyllus 

recalls the nature of the dangerous evil women such as Meroë and the baker’s wife. 

Thrasyllus pursues Charite’s hand in marriage, but she rejects him and instead chooses 

Tlepolemus as her suitor. Soon after the pair marries, Thrasyllus begins to harbor intense 

lust for Charite and a deep resentment of Tlepolemus and although he takes up the guise 

of a friend of the happy couple, “soon by regular conversation, continual association, and 

occasional dinners and drinks together, he grew closer and closer to them, until gradually 

and without realizing it he had fallen headlong into the destructive depths of lust for 

Charite” (8.2). Thrasyllus shows that one is not necessarily born with a lustful nature, but 

that it can soon manifest itself through an improper life and unrequited desire. Thrasyllus 

knows that he cannot seduce Charite into adultery because of her love for her husband, so 

he instead forms a plan based upon violence. He joins Tlepolemus on a hunting 
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expedition, and when the party is confronted by a huge and ravenous boar, and when the 

boar turns to confront the two men, and Thrasyllus cuts the hamstrings of his rival’s 

horse, leaving him at the mercy of the savage creature. While the boar attacks 

Tlepolemus with his tusks, Thrasyllus also stabs him numerous times with his lance and 

then kills the boar (8.5-6). Feigning grief for the slain man, Thrasyllus attempts 

immediately after the funeral to seduce Tlepolemus’ grieving wife. Unfortunately for 

Thrasyllus, he does not show the same skill in deceit as he does in violence, and Charite 

quickly realizes his intentions. Her fears are confirmed when her husband’s ghost visits 

her in her sleep (8.12). Charite tricks the guilty man into coming to her bedchamber 

under the cover of night, where she lulls him to sleep with wine mixed with sleeping 

potion, and stabs out his eyes, after which she flees to her husband’s tomb, reveals the 

truth of her husband’s death to the townspeople and kills herself. Thrasyllus awakens to 

this horror, and in his pain and shame, locks himself into his own tomb to die of 

starvation. This tale builds upon the previous tales of lust and adultery, and Thrasyllus’ 

overt and savage violence presents a new consequence of lust. As the only lustful male 

represented in the story, Thrasyllus’ actions suggest that evil men are more often the 

perpetrators of violence, while evil women rely more often on subterfuge. A few tales of 

adultery escalate into this bloody tragedy. Lust first inspires deceit, and then violence and 

death. 

Lucius encounters another tale of lust-fueled violence later in the novel, when his 

master decides to exhibit Lucius’ strange behavior in the arena. This story focuses 

specifically on the effects of lustful jealousy. In the arena, Lucius is to be forced to 

copulate with a criminal woman, and her crimes are a product of jealous lust. The 
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woman’s mother-in-law had given birth to a daughter, and against the will of her 

husband, she had spared her life in secret and entrusted it to her son, who honored his 

mother’s wishes, first taking her into his home, and then marrying her to one of his 

closest friends (10.23). His wife, the criminal woman, does not know the truth and is 

therefore resentful of their relationship, because her husband goes to visit the girl often. 

The woman suspects her husband of adultery, and this ignites her lustful passion, which 

prompts her to lure her husband’s sister to his country house, where she loses “all control 

under the pricks of lustful fury” (10.24) and brutally murders the girl by “thrusting a 

white-hot brand between her thighs” (10.24). The excessive nature of this particular 

woman’s crime and the extreme cruelty with which she murders her sister-in-law is 

uncommon even among the most evil women. This tale combines all the evils of the 

preceding women into one monstrous woman, and affirms the disastrous effects of lust. 

This woman is the final instrument of Lucius’ misfortune, appearing just before the end 

of the tenth book, and she is the culmination of Lucius’ encounters with the lust of men 

and women and its consequences. 

Lucius, however, fails to heed these examples of these lusty men and women, and 

for the entirety of the first ten books of the novel Lucius is guilty of lust himself. The tale 

of Aristomenes contains the example of Socrates, whom lust reduces to utter destitution, 

“sitting on the ground, only half-covered by a torn and dingy cloak, so pale as to be 

almost unrecognizable, and shrunk to a mere shadow, like one of Fortune’s outcasts who 

often beg for pennies at street-corners” (1.6). Socrates, because of his willingness to 

submit to the advances of Meroë, is reduced to something less than human, and the image 

of a hungry, poor, beaten-down Socrates is a direct parallel to the condition of Lucius for 
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most of his time as an ass. This first warning, in addition to the warnings of his aunt, does 

not deter Lucius from his own desires. Lucius’ lust for Photis is at first obscured by his 

desire for further knowledge of the magical abilities of Pamphile, but his wishes quickly 

become apparent when he first meets her in the kitchen. His initial description of the 

attractive servant is extremely charged: “Her hips moved lightly in rhythm, and as she 

wiggled her supple spine, her person rippled most attractively” (2.7). Photis even warns 

Lucius of the dangers of his desire. Pressing forward despite the prior warnings, he is 

treated to several nights of pleasing sexual escapades with Photis, but these immediate 

pleasures, like the pleasures Socrates initially experiences with Meroë, directly lead to 

Lucius’ transformation to an ass and his long series of misfortunes. 

The Metamorphoses also examines several forms of unnatural lust, with 

predictable consequences. The first example is the catamite priests who purchase Lucius, 

especially their leader, Philebus. He is “a catamite, and an old one at that, bald on top, 

with ringlets streaked with grey dangling round his head” (8.24). Philebus is an abnormal 

man, who prefers to be the passive lover, and is filled with lust for other full-grown men. 

He refers to his fellow priests as “girls,” and they reply with “cracked, hoarse, girlish 

voices” (8.26). The catamites are caricatures of bizarre, effeminate men, streaked with 

ugly make-up and filled with strange behaviors and desires. They travel from town to 

town, exhibiting their Syrian goddess by crying out and lashing themselves, collecting 

food and money from the townspeople. In one particular village, they bring a strong 

peasant boy to their table as dinner guest, and before the dinner is even over, they are 

“fired with unspeakable longing to perform the most despicable outrages of unnatural 

lust” (8.29), and they surround their guest and begin to remove his clothes. However, 
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some villagers, who were searching for a missing ass, hear Lucius’ cries of outrage, 

which of course sounded only like the braying of an ass to them, and discover the 

catamites at their play. The priests’ reputation spreads quickly throughout the townsfolk, 

and, “deservedly hated and loathed by all” (8.30), they are forced to flee the town under 

cover of darkness. Lucius’ experience with the catamites expands the realm of unnatural 

lust in the novel to include other characters besides Lucius. In this way, the world is 

exposed as a place filled with bizarre sexual passions and practices. Lucius’ lust as an ass 

is certainly improper and unnatural, but he is not alone in his unnatural desires. However, 

despite the pervasiveness of these unnatural desires, no one is free from their 

consequences. 

The second form of unnatural lust exhibited in the Metamorphoses is incest. 

Lucius, having been captured by a cruel soldier, witnesses a terrible act of aberrant lust 

while lodging at the house of the town-counselor. The master of the house had a son by a 

wife who had perished some time ago, and he had remarried and had a second son by his 

new wife. This stepmother was beautiful, but also filled with lust for her stepson, which 

for a while she suppresses, but soon “her whole heart was filled with the fire of madness” 

and her “love grew wild and boiled up out of control” (10.2). Here we see much of the 

same language that is contained in the story of Thrasyllus and Lucius encounters with the 

wealthy married woman. Lust becomes a sort of unstoppable force that brings about 

terrible disaster. Unable to contain her wild passion, the stepmother eventually calls her 

stepson to her and expresses her passions to him, but he realizes the abhorrence of such 

an act, and seeks to flee before some greater evil comes of it.  She realizes his intention to 

avoid her lustful desires and, now consumed by lust-fueled anger, she acquires a 
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powerful poison, to be administered in her stepson’s wine. But her stepson’s younger 

stepbrother comes upon the poisoned cup and drinks it himself, and soon dies. 

Undeterred by this, the stepmother accuses her son of murdering his stepbrother when she 

refused his lustful advances. The younger boy is buried, and in his great grief the father 

reveals the supposed crimes of his older son, who is brought to trial. Just as he is to be 

declared guilty, a physician enters the courtroom and incriminates the stepmother. 

Realizing the intentions of the stepmother, he had made sure the younger son was in fact 

not poisoned, but rather put into a deep sleep. The people revive the young boy, acquit 

his stepbrother, and exile the stepmother (10.3-12). This story reinforces the sense that 

unnatural lust is prevalent throughout the world of the Metamorphoses, and working in 

tandem with the other tales of unnatural lust, establishes that it is present in men and 

women. Lucius is disgusted by this tale, but nonetheless lust ensnares him as well. 

As an ass, a traditionally lusty animal, Lucius displays numerous small glimpses 

of his own lust, just enough to reveal his continuing ignorance of the consequences. 

Lucius’ lust, because he is an ass, is unnatural. When the bandits kidnap Charite and 

bring her to their hideout, Lucius immediately remarks, “Heavens, she would have put 

ideas into the head of even an ass like me!” (4.23) This is a noble-born girl, kidnapped 

and held for ransom by vile bandits, and Lucius’ first thoughts concerning her are those 

of ignoble lust. Although this incident does not earn Lucius any punishment, it first 

introduces Lucius’ lustful thoughts as an ass, and from this point, whenever Lucius 

succumbs to lust the circumstances are inevitably unnatural and improper. Later, Lucius 

is in the care of a particularly cruel slave boy, who takes every opportunity to punish 

Lucius the ass for no particular reason. On one occasion, when the boy had sold the load 
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of wood he was carting over a mountain on Lucius’ back, and he invents a tale of 

unnatural lust in order to shift the blame for the lost wood onto the unfortunate ass. The 

boy claims that “whenever he sees a traveler – it could be an elegant lady, a grown-up 

girl, or an innocent young boy – he hastily shrugs off his load, sometimes throwing off 

his saddle as well, and makes a wild dash towards them; ass though he is, he aspires to be 

a lover of humans” (7.21). This tale disgusts and frightens everyone who hears, and their 

solution is to sacrifice Lucius for his “unnatural love-liaisons” (7.22) and tell their master 

he was eaten by a wolf. Lucius is innocent of the charges against him, but this event 

foreshadows a later episode of unnatural lust, and the reactions of the people to the boy’s 

story illustrate the disgusting and unnatural nature of such behavior.When Lucius and 

Charite are finally rescued, Lucius, as a result of Charite’s gratitude, is released into a 

pasture of mares to mate with them, and he begins immediately to “mark down the mares 

which would make the most suitable bed-mates” (7.16); this continued lust again results 

in disaster for Lucius, and he is savagely attacked by the stallions and driven away. 

Lucius’ strange and heretofore nonexistent attraction to horses is clearly unnatural, and it 

results in his punishment by their jealous mates.  

Lucius’ willingness to participate in unnatural sexual experiences ultimately leads 

him into near disaster. After Lucius’ keepers, the two brother slave-cooks, discover his 

strange fondness for human food, he is sold to their master, Thiasus, who puts his 

extraordinary behavior on display at Corinth. In this way Lucius becomes a very popular 

exhibition, and brings further wealth and fame to his master. He also arouses the interest 

of a wealthy married woman. This woman watched Lucius’ exhibitions for some time, 

and “gradually constant admiration developed into a strange longing for my person. She 
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could devise no remedy for her insane lust; she burningly desired my embraces like some 

asinine Pasiphaë” (10.19). The reference to the ancient tale of Pasiphaë and the bull 

highlights the unnatural nature of the wealthy woman’s feelings, and foreshadows the 

misfortune which will befall Lucius as a result of this abnormal pairing. The language of 

their interactions reveals Lucius’ lust. He describes the woman’s “lovely breasts” (10.21) 

and worries mostly for his own safety, should he harm the woman with his massive 

phallus. The woman, however, expresses genuine affection for Lucius: “Then she kissed 

me hard – not the sort of kisses casually offered in the brothel, whether by harlots 

demanding money or customers refusing it, but those sincerely offered from the heart” 

(10.21). While her affection is genuine, it is by no means natural, and Lucius is amazed at 

the intensity of her lust for him: “Ye gods, I began to think that I had not the strength to 

satisfy her, and to believe that the mother of the Minotaur had succeeded in extracting 

pleasure from her lowing lover” (10.22). Lucius recognizes the unnatural nature of these 

encounters, yet he does nothing to stop them. He is comfortable with the aberrant nature 

of the woman’s passions, despite a clear knowledge, gained from the numerous examples 

of lust and its consequences, Lucius risks exile, torture and death in willingly committing 

acts of unnatural lust. His transformation allows for this unique examination of the 

unnatural pairing of human and animal, but it also puts Lucius at great risk in the arena. 

When Lucius flees the arena, he finally rejects his lust and seeks the chaste wisdom of 

Isis. 

Throughout the Metamorphoses, Lucius is assailed with tales of violent, lustful men and 

guileful, lustful women, as well as the various unnatural stories of desire. However, he 

remains lusty himself throughout. At the onset of the tale he engages with Photis, despite 
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the early warnings he receives, and at the end he engages with the wealthy married 

woman, despite the myriad warnings he receives against acting upon his lustful desires. 

Lust breeds bloodshed and despair for entire families and towns. Men are shamed and 

murdered by their wives, friends are savagely killed by friends, and people are beaten, 

poisoned, disgraced, exiled, and driven mad. Lucius himself is punished several times as 

a result of his lust, and yet he maintains his licentious nature throughout the first ten 

books of the novel. This is due to the manner in which lust pervades these first ten books. 

Lucius cannot escape from lust because it is everywhere. Even if he restrains his own 

lust, he encounters the vice and its consequences in someone else, compounding his 

misfortune. In the first ten books of the novel, there is no escape from the machinations 

of lust for Lucius. 
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SACRILEGE 

 Religion plays a central role in the Metamorphoses, and in the first ten books of 

the novel, a sense of inappropriateness surrounds it. Lucius repeatedly encounters the 

supernatural in the first ten books of the novel, and each encounter adds to the overall 

sense of spiritual wrongness. The magical abilities and necromantic rituals of the witches, 

the various prophets, and the foreign and evil spiritual figures in the novel all represent a 

violation of proper religious behavior. Sacrilege is the term for this spiritual violation.  

Through these examples, Apuleius paints a picture of a world steeped in perverse 

religious ritual, concerned much more with the human desires than the higher mysteries 

of spiritual existence. Lucius’ acceptance of the supernatural, and his participation in this 

perverse spirituality result in his repeated punishment throughout the novel, as he finds 

himself stuck in a world filled with sacrilegious priests, false prophets, powerful witches, 

and indifferent gods. 

  Lucius ostensibly travels to Thessaly to “transact some business” (1.2), though it 

is never quite clear what this transaction is, and it soon becomes clear that his intense 

interest in magic is an alternate motive for his journey. This is apparent in the first few 

pages of the novel, when Lucius overhears the guffaws of disbelief of Aristomenes’ 

fellow-traveler, who remarks: 

Surely this lying tale of yours is only as true as the claim that when magic 

formulae are whispered, running rivers go backward, the sea is stopped 

and becomes idle, the winds die down and cease to blow, the course of the 

sun is halted, the moon runs dry of dew, the stars are plucked from the 

sky, daylight is blotted out and darkness prevails (1.3). 

 

This first remark is an essential introduction to the supernatural in the Metamorphoses. 

The skeptic lays out the first example of the powers of magic, and his incredulous tone 
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piques Lucius’ curiosity and his indignation. He goes so far as to call the man “not too 

bright” (1.3) for his unwillingness to believe both the tale of Aristomenes and the 

potential for other fantastic events in the world, even saying that these occurrences are 

“not merely open to discovery, but also easily performed” (1.3). This is the first dialogue 

in the novel, and it reveals Lucius’ obsession with the supernatural and bizarre, as well as 

providing a clear foil to Lucius in the skeptical traveler. Neither man, however, is correct 

in his statement. The novel proves the skeptic’s statement wrong again and again, as 

Lucius encounters supernatural phenomena that actually fit the traveler’s definition of the 

impossible quite well, but Lucius’ statement has no more truth. Lucius does not attain 

knowledge of the supernatural or the fantastic power wielded by those with magical 

knowledge easily, but rather the young man purchases it with a great deal of suffering 

and misfortune. 

 Aristomenes retells his incredible tale at Lucius’ urging, and in it he introduces 

the first of three examples of witches who appear prior to Lucius’ transformation. These 

powerful magical women provide authoritative examples of sacrilege and serve as clear 

warnings to Lucius of the dangers of delving too deeply into supernatural matters. 

Aristomenes tells of his friend Socrates, who falls in with the evil and lusty witch Meroë 

and soon after descends into bitter destitution and shame. Meroë is superficially a middle-

aged, but attractive, innkeeper, who takes in Socrates and seduces him into her bed. 

However, in spite of this façade, she has gained notoriety for her skill as a witch. 

Socrates, when Aristomenes chastises him for his sexual impropriety, recites a grim 

litany of her various magical abilities, which bears a striking resemblance to the words of 

the skeptic: “She can bring down the sky, raise the earth, freeze running waters, melt 
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mountains, raise ghosts, dispatch gods to the world below, black out the stars, and light 

up hell itself!” (1.8). This passage refutes the doubts of the skeptic, and seemingly 

confirms Lucius’ assertions about the prevalence of the supernatural. Socrates proceeds 

to provide a number of specific examples of the terrible consequences that come with 

close contact with a witch. Meroë turns a former lover into a beaver when he spurns her, 

while she transforms a rival innkeeper into a frog; another man, a lawyer who sought to 

prosecute Meroë, she turns into a ram. When the wife of one of her other lovers 

disparages the witch, Meroë condemns her to a never-ending pregnancy: she has carried 

her pregnancy for eight years and “is so misshapen it’s as though she were giving birth to 

an elephant” (1.9). These examples are especially pertinent to Lucius in that they reveal 

the regularity of animal transformations as a consequence of close contact with a witch, 

foreshadowing his transformation. Meroë even reduces Socrates to something less than 

human, “shrunk to a mere shadow” (1.6), although he retains his human body. Clearly 

one of the primary powers of a witch is the ability to rob other humans of their humanity, 

and to wreak havoc on their bodies and their lives.  

Meroë displays a remarkable ability to discern the thoughts and intentions of 

others, and this ability assists the witch in performing her various impious acts. She 

thwarts the townspeople’s plan to stone her to death as a punishment for her sacrilege by 

invoking the spirits of the dead to seal the whole town in their homes and transports the 

ringleader, along with his entire house, to a town “a hundred miles away, perched on the 

tip of a rugged mountain” (1.10). These Meroë puts these abilities on display once more 

when she arrives later that night to enact her revenge on Socrates and Aristomenes. The 

witch, along with her companion Panthia, blasts the securely bolted and barricaded door 
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of their room from its hinges, sending Aristomenes and his bed flying. In fact, the blast 

flings Aristomenes to the floor and the bed is overturned on top of him, and he remarks it 

transforms him into a tortoise of sorts (1.12), another allusion to animal transformation. 

The two women proceed to enact a bizarre perversion of a sacrifice, plunging a dagger 

into the sleeping Socrates’ throat and extracting his heart, then resealing the bloodless 

wound with a sponge. Aristomenes cynically remarks about the piety of the two witches, 

drawing attention to the sacrificial nature of their actions, and highlighting their general 

disdain for the proper modes of Roman sacrifice. This distinction is an important one, as 

it establishes the rituals of witches in opposition to the sacrifices of the pious. The 

witches use their necromantic rituals for their evil gains, which are most often lust, greed, 

and revenge, while a pious man uses animal sacrifice to gain the proper favor of the gods. 

Before the women leave, they squat over the cowering form of Aristomenes and douse 

him with urine. This completes the initial picture of the character of witches, and they are 

revealed to be powerful and vindictive individuals, who are in direct opposition to the 

proper mores of society in the Metamorphoses. 

The observance of human sacrifice, and the disdain shown for the dead by Meroë 

and Panthia, comes once again to the forefront in the tale of Thelyphron at Byrrhena’s 

dinner party. This unfortunate man is also a prime example of the consequences of 

contact with the supernatural, and like Socrates and the other victims of Meroë this 

contact reduces him to something subhuman. Rather than the witches forcing him into 

starvation and poverty, they completely rob him of his dignity by removing his ears and 

nose from his face, and as a result of this mutilation he becomes the laughingstock of all 

his fellow men. His tale illustrates the particular reverence for the dead that exists in the 
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world of the Metamorphoses, as a wealthy widow conscripts him to protect the corpse of 

her late husband from witches through the night. By highlighting the widow’s respect for 

the dead, Thelyphron shows the disdain witches hold for this reverence.  

Before Thelyphron sets about his task of guarding the corpse, the widow’s 

servants warn him of the significant dangers, and of the many tricks employed by 

witches. These tricks once again reveal a connection between witches and animal 

transformation, as they use their abilities to transform themselves into various creatures, 

including birds, dogs, mice, flies (2.22), and, as Thelyphron will witness, weasels (2.25). 

The story also closely connects witches with deceit, and a desire to subvert the proper 

gods. They sneak in “so surreptitiously that they easily escape the eyes of the sun-god 

[Sol] himself and of the goddess Justice [Iustitia],” and “by their dread spells they shroud 

the watchers in sleep” (2.22). This remark places witches in direct opposition with the 

gods Sol and Iustitia, illuminating the sacrilegious nature of their practices.  

In addition to the danger of interaction with a powerful witch, Thelyphron also 

risks the explicit punishment of losing his facial features, should he fail in his task (2.23). 

When the widow urges Thelyphron to watch over her deceased husband, and when she 

makes an extremely formal record of the man’s body parts, she reveals how significant 

the protection of a corpse is in the Metamorphoses. The widow takes stock of each of her 

husband’s features “in the presence of seven witnesses,” asking that each witness 

“Observe… the nose intact, the eyes undamaged, the ears unharmed, the lips untouched, 

the chin entire,” and that each present “solemnly witness to this” (2.24). This entire 

passage rings of strict legal proceeding, and exhibits the seriousness with which the 

people of the Metamorphoses treat the corpse of a loved one. The behavior of witches 
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directly contrasts this reverence, as they sneak into the sacred resting places of the dead 

to snatch away the body part of the dead, using guile to avoid the watchful eyes to the 

gods, and use the stolen body parts in their perverse rituals. Both Socrates and 

Thelyphron are victims of this sacrilege, as one loses his heart to an evil sacrifice, while 

Thelyphron loses his nose and ears, and, as a result, his dignity. Thelyphron’s tale ends in 

gales of laughter from his audience, and Lucius once again sees firsthand the 

consequences of contact with magic. 

Lucius faces these consequences in his final encounter with a witch, though not 

without further explicit warnings. Pamphile is an infamous witch in her own right, and 

Byrrhena adamantly cautions her nephew about his host’s wife, telling him that “she is 

reputed to be a witch of the first rank, a specialist in all forms of necromancy” (2.5). 

Pamphile’s powers are reminiscent of Meroë’s, and once again draw attention back to the 

words of the skeptic at the beginning of the novel:  

She has only to breathe on twigs, pebbles, and common objects of that 

kind, and she can plunge all the light of day which descends from the 

starry heavens into the lowest depths of Tartarus, reducing it to the chaos 

of old (2.5). 

 

She also shares the same fondness for animal transformation as the other witches. 

Pamphile turns her enemies “in a trice into stones or cattle or any animal you can 

think of” (2.5), and she transforms herself into an owl. She also shares Meroë’s 

appetite for men, and this is the primary motive for her use of magic. Byrrhena’s 

admonitions reassert the earlier warnings of Aristomenes’ tale, and set up the later 

warnings present in the tale of Thelyphron. 

 Likewise, Pamphile shares many of the aspects of the witches who steal 

Thelyphron’s features. She shares their disdain for the sun, threatening it with 
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cloud cover when it does not set quickly enough for her purposes. She needs the 

cover of darkness to practice her arcane arts. However, Photis treats Pamphile’s 

magic with a strange reverence, and she refers to it as “hidden mysteries” (3.15) 

in a sort of parody of more typical religious observance, which likens the 

witchcraft of her mistress to the sacred mysterious of the many cults of Rome. 

The pretty slave calls the spells of her mistress “wondrous and secret” and 

explains how they function: “to these the spirits hearken and the elements are 

enslaved” (3.15). These words parallel the earlier perversion of sacrifice, in that 

they seem to describe a divine ritual or religious observance, but they are used 

rather for improper and selfish designs.  

Photis recounts one of Pamphile’s necromantic rituals in great detail to 

Lucius, and it is a grisly affair, providing the most powerful example of the 

perversion of proper ritual. Pamphile, “in a fit of ecstatic madness,” ascends to the 

roof, where she has her “infernal laboratory” (3.17). In this ritual chamber there 

are a number of strange and unpleasant objects, including “every kind of aromatic 

plant, metal strips inscribed with unintelligible letters, the surviving remains of 

ill-omened birds, and a fairly large collection of corpses’ limbs, earlier mourned 

over by relatives and in some cases even buried” (3.17). Here the extreme 

disrespect for the dead held by witches comes into sharp focus. Pamphile stands 

in a great pile of human limbs, as well as “noses and fingers… nails from the 

gibbet to which there still clung flesh from the men hanged there… the blood of 

slaughtered men… and also gnawed skulls, torn from the fangs of wild beasts” 

(3.17).  These disgusting images are a far cry from the sort of hidden mysteries 
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one might expect of a respectable religion, and practically shout out the evil 

nature of magic. The ill-omened birds reflect a disdain for the power of Fortune, 

while the metal strips are inscribed with strange, foreign characters, perhaps 

suggesting an origin in the alien and barbaric cultures outside the Roman sphere 

of influence. Pamphile gains the scraps of human flesh through grave-robbing, 

torture, and death by wild animals. Each of these items reveals a profound 

disrespect for the religious tenets and social mores of the society of the 

Metamorphoses, and serve as the strongest warning yet given to Lucius. This is 

profound evil. Only the meanest dregs of society deal in human suffering and dark 

magic, and the images of sheer horror revealed in this passage ought to disgust 

Lucius, not intrigue him.  

Pamphile, in addition to her other prodigious powers, shows an ability to 

gain insight into otherwise unknown events that is somewhat similar to that of 

Meroë. This magical ability, and Lucius response to it, introduces another of the 

major supernatural themes of the Metamorphoses, prophecy. While Meroë 

displays an ability to anticipate the actions of others against her and to locate 

hidden enemies, Pamphile has the ability of prophecy, and predicts a great storm 

simply by looking into a lamp, which prompts Lucius to remark about the 

connection between the tiny fire of the lamp and the greater fire of the 

“progenitor” (2.12). This passage establishes the potential for legitimate 

prophecy, but also reveals the inevitable uncertainty of every oracle. The fire of 

the progenitor does contain true knowledge, but one can only obtain this 

knowledge by means of an imperfect human vessel.  
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Lucius introduces the first type of divination, false prophecy, in his 

anecdote about Diophanes. Diophanes is a traveling Chaldaean soothsayer, who 

advises on matters ranging from the proper day for weddings or building to the 

most auspicious times for travel and sailing. He gives to Lucius a very specific 

prophecy before his journey, that “at one time my fame would blossom, and at 

another I would be the subject of a lengthy story, an unbelievable tale spread over 

several books” (2.12). This prediction, of course, is accurate, but Milo reveals 

Diophanes to be a false prophet. While practicing his art in Thessaly, Diophanes 

revealed inadvertently to a friend the extreme difficulty of his passage to the 

region. Revealing this, Diophanes loses his customers and the townspeople 

subject him to insults and laughter. This passage throws the reliability of all 

prophecy into doubt, because while the prophet cannot predict a safe voyage for 

himself, he does accurately predict the fate of Lucius, leaving the possibility for 

accurate prophecy open. 

The catch-all prophecy of the catamite priests later in the novel parallels 

the predictions of Diophanes. Philebus and his fellow priests invent a few lines of 

verse, reading “Why do the harnessed oxen cleave the field?/ To make the seeds a 

luxuriant harvest yield” (9.8) These lines are vague enough in wording that they 

could recite them to those asking their advice in all matters, from the purchase of 

property to the fate of one in battle. This further throws into doubt the validity of 

prophecy in general, as the priests gain a large sum of money by bending the 

meaning of their verses to whichever question their customer asks. These 

supposedly enlightened priests adapt a few lines of verse to any situation. How, 
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then, can one trust any prophecy? Lucius encounters two prophets whom he 

discovers to be false in their abilities, but both nonetheless make true predictions 

and succeed in their craft.  

The story of Cupid and Psyche similarly presents the difficulty in 

determining the validity of the oracle, displaying the potential for 

misinterpretation of oracles. Rather than advice delivered by experienced 

swindlers such as Diophanes, the prophecy in this tale concerns the interpretation 

of the religious oracle by ordinary people. Psyche’s father, concerned about the 

loneliness that has fallen upon his daughter on account of her profound beauty, 

and fearing the displeasure of the gods, consults the oracle of the Milesian god for 

advice. When the oracle declares that his daughter will marry a “fierce, barbaric, 

snake-like monster” (4.33), whom even Jupiter and the other gods fear, Psyche’s 

father assumes that his daughter is destined to marry death. Her family sends her 

to the top of a cliff, as the oracle told, amid much grief. The words of the oracle 

come true the moment Cupid becomes enamored of Psyche and takes her as his 

wife. Cupid is renowned for his ability to spread chaos and discord with his 

arrows, even amongst the gods, and Psyche indeed encounters a “snake-like” 

object, Cupid’s phallus, when they first consummate their marriage. Psyche’s 

family continues to live on in great sorrow, lamenting the loss of their beautiful 

girl. This shows the other side to the uncertainty of prophecy. A legitimate oracle 

may make a true prophecy that is then grossly misinterpreted by those who hear 

it. All of these examples of prophecy, from the predictions of a false prophet to 

the interpretations of oracles, throw the realm of prophecy into serious doubt. 
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Lucius encounters numerous examples of the extreme uncertainty inherent in the 

art of prophecy, which all assert that the pronouncement of oracles, be they by a 

proven fraud or not, is no more certain than a mere guess. 

The spirits of the dead take a primary role in prophecy in the 

Metamorphoses, appearing especially in dreams and visions, and often revealing 

the details of the numerous crimes committed in the novel. The spirits of the dead 

appear first in Thelyphron’s tale, when the uncle of the dead man whom 

Thelyphron was charged with guarding against the machinations of the witches 

accuses his nephew’s wife of murder, claiming that, along with her lover, she 

poisoned her husband in order to snatch away his inheritance. In order to prove 

her guilt he calls upon the Egyptian prophet Zatchlas, “a young man clad in linen 

garments, with palm-leaf sandals on his feet” whose “head was wholly shaven” 

(2.28). This strange foreigner represents one of the few respectable spiritual 

figures in the first ten books of the novel, as the old man treats him with extreme 

reverence, beseeching him “by the stars of heaven, by the powers of hell, by the 

elements of the universe, by the silences of the night, by the sacred shrines of 

Coptus, by the floods of the Nile, by the mysteries of Memphis and the rattles of 

Pharos” (2.28) to bring to light the crimes of the widow. This deference to the 

spiritual abilities of Zatchlas, and the awe he inspires in the gathered crowd is 

important, especially in the light of his Egyptian heritage and outlandish 

appearance. Inspired by the enthusiasm of the old man, and the transmission of 

his required payment, the prophet recalls the dead man’s spirit from the 

underworld to give evidence against his wife. A lively debate ensues, in which the 
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crowd takes sides, with some calling for the woman to be buried alive along with 

her husband for her crimes, while others arguing that “no credence should be lent 

to the lying words of the corpse” (2.29). Despite the legitimate spiritual 

credentials of Zatchlas, “a leading Egyptian prophet” (2.28), and the already 

remarkable feat of raising a dead man to testify against his wife, some among the 

crowd are not prepared to go along with the spirit, until the dead man reveals his 

knowledge, that could be known only to him, of Thelyphron’s disfiguration. This 

debate once again reveals the uncertainty surrounding the supernatural practice of 

prophecy. In addition, Zatchlas’ obvious supernatural skill sets him in opposition 

to the false prophets in the novel, and providing an alternate, beneficial foreign 

religious presence which opposes the bizarre and disturbing foreign magic of 

Pamphile and the Syrian catamites. 

Charite is also a conduit for the spirits of the dead and an unwilling 

prophet, having several visionary dreams that enable her to successfully uncover 

the truth of her husband’s death. However, one can question these dreams as well, 

because Charite first has a prophetic dream while in the bandit’s captivity, in 

which she relives her kidnapping by the bandits and see her fiancé Tlepolemus 

struck down by a stone. When she wakes up in abject terror, she is comforted by 

the old woman, who tells her  

Don’t be frightened by the baseless fancies of dreams. For one 

thing, dreams in daylight hours are held to be false, and for 

another, even night-dreams sometimes tell of untruthful 

happenings. So tears, beatings even murders sometimes portend a 

profitable and favorable outcome, while on the other hand, smiles, 

bellyfuls of honey-cakes and pleasurable love-encounters foretell 

future affliction with melancholy, physical illness, and all such 

hardships (3.27). 
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The old woman’s advice recalls the examples of prophecy given throughout the 

novel, emphasizing again the central uncertainty of all foresight, while also 

asserting the significance of such portents. Dreams are prophetic, according to the 

old woman, but it is often a fruitless task to attempt to discern their true meaning, 

a sentiment strongly affirmed by other examples of prophecy in the novel. The old 

woman makes this statement in order to comfort the girl, which throws it into 

doubt. However, even if the old woman is only dispensing comforting 

pleasantries, her statement nonetheless adds to the ever-growing sense of doubt 

connected with prophecy. 

Later in the novel, however, Charite receives a far clearer vision, 

following the murder of her husband by the evil Thrasyllus. After she recognizes 

the improper lust with which Thrasyllus pursued her in her grief, the spirit of 

Charite’s slain husband visits her in a dream, and instructs her to take the hand of 

another man, so long as that man is not Thrasyllus, whom he also reveals to be his 

murderer. Through this vision, Tlepolemus’ spirit spurs Charite to take her 

revenge against her husband’s killer, and she concocts a ruse to put him in her 

power. She lures Thrasyllus to her home at night, under the guise of a clandestine 

sexual encounter, and puts him to sleep with drugged wine. When Thrasyllus is 

rendered helpless, Charite makes a final prophecy, pronouncing the cursed fate of 

the murderer:  

“What is certain is that you will not see the light of day, and that 

you will need a companion’s guiding hand. You will not embrace 

Charite or enjoy marriage with her. You will neither gain renewed 

vigour by the tranquility of death, nor take joys in the pleasures of 
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life Instead you will wander between the regions of hell and of the 

sun, a dubious image of a living man (8.12). 

 

Charite’s final pronouncement is interesting because it is not a typical prophecy. 

Rather, the grief-stricken widow pronounces her knowledge of the man’s crime, 

brought to her in a dream-prophecy, and proclaims her ability to change 

Thrasyllus’ fate. She both predicts his future, and then carries it out. However, 

like Charite’s first prophecy, her last prophecy does not come true, as Thrasyllus 

condemns himself to starvation, closing himself inside his own tomb as 

punishment for his crimes. Just like the predictions of a supposed spiritual adept, 

Charite’s prophetic abilities are consistent only in their uncertainty. Even the 

prophecy which she brings about herself is untrue. 

 Finally, the Metamorphoses presents a final account of prophecy in the 

form of omens which are presented at the house of the wealthy estate-owner, and 

which deepen the sense of religious wrongness that pervades the first ten books of 

the novel. These omens also draw a connection between the actions of men and 

the function of nature, which recalls Lucius’ statement about the progenitor. All 

things are connected, because they all originated from the same fire, and this 

connection produces prophecies and omens. A nearby estate owner invites Lucius 

and his current owner, a poor market-gardener, to share his hospitality, and while 

they are passing around the wine-cups, they witness a series of truly uncanny 

omens. First, a hen runs into the yard and deposits a fully grown chicken, already 

hatched, at the feet of the master, after which a great fountain of blood rises up 

from under the table. The estate-owner’s servants rush up to tell him that the 

wine-casks in the cellar were boiling as if warmed by fire. Finally, there are a 
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series of strange animal occurrences: “a weasel was also seen dragging a dead 

snake in its mouth out in the open, and a green frog leapt out of the mouth of a 

sheepdog. Then that very dog was attacked by a ram close by, and had its throat 

severed by a single bite” (9.34). These portents leave the household in a state of 

disarray, as they strain to ascertain the proper response. All of these bizarre 

occurrences happen in swift succession, and speak to the belief in the 

Metamorphoses that nature, in response to the displeasure of the gods, works to 

inform the people of great and terrible occurrences. These omens signify the 

brutal murder of the estate-owner’s sons at the hands of the greedy landowner. 

These omens represent one of the few infallible prophecies in the first ten books 

of the novel, as there is no question that they predict unfortunate events. However, 

there is still a great deal of confusion concerning their nature, and the entire 

household is disrupted and confused by their presence, until they receive word of 

the terrible fate of the master’s sons. These omens are shocking and disgusting as 

well, illustrating the grisly consequences of the supernatural. 

 Lucius experiences a great deal of strange supernatural occurrences 

throughout the novel, which, like the omens, throw the world into a state of 

confusion, and reveal the prevalence of religious wrongness. The great number of 

improper religious actions that Lucius comes across in his journey work together 

with the actions of the witches and of the prophets, and illustrate the great 

prevalence of sacrilege in the first ten books of the Metamorphoses. As soon as he 

arrives in Thessaly, Lucius wanders the streets, searching for the inappropriate 
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knowledge of magic and the supernatural, and he imagines the city as a great 

collection of supernatural entities, where nothing is what it seems. He envisions  

that every single object had been transformed into a different shape 

by some muttered and deadly incantation… that the stones which 

caused [him] to trip were petrified persons, that the birds which 

[he] could hear were feathered humans, that the trees enclosing the 

city-limits were people who had likewise sprouted foliage, that the 

waters of the fountains were issuing from human bodies (2.1). 

 

These visions of a magical world are foreboding. Lucius expects at any time to be 

assailed by the supernatural, for the very world around him to begin speaking 

magical formulae and making great prophecies. He fails, however, to 

acknowledge the negative consequences of such sacrilege, and as a result he 

endures much hardship. Broken from his reverie by Byrrhena, Lucius then travels 

to her house where he once again sees the true consequence of his curiosity. His 

aunt has in her courtyard an elaborate carving of the story of Actaeon, “already 

animal-like, on the point of becoming a stag as he waited for Diana to take her 

bath” (2.4). Actaeon, like Lucius, sought greater knowledge of the supernatural, 

wishing to look upon the naked form of the goddess Diana, and he is punished 

terribly, being transformed into the animal shape of a stag. This small warning to 

Lucius encompasses the entire first ten books of the novel, showing the dire 

consequence of excessive knowledge of the inappropriate and hidden. 

 Lucius experiences a powerful example of improper religious ritual in the 

festival of Laughter. Magistrates drag Lucius before the entire town on false 

charges of murder, and conduct the entire false trial with extreme seriousness. 

However, both the arguments against Lucius, and the arguments he makes in his 

own defense are totally devoid of truth. The entire affair is a strange inversion of 
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the proper undertaking of the law, and is a cruel and perverse enterprise. The 

crowd takes on an air of frenzied excitement, which will later be echoed in the 

strange rituals of the catamite priests, and the entire proceeding takes on a sinister 

nature. The judges threaten Lucius with torture and death, driving him to abject 

terror, until he begs for the mercy of the townspeople. When the townspeople 

finally reveal the truth, they humiliate Lucius. His humiliation is an offering to the 

god Laughter. The frenzied crowd robs him of his dignity, and as a result of his 

ordeal, the magistrates supposedly grant Lucius the favor of Laughter, and they 

tell him that the god will “will never allow you to grieve in mind, but will implant 

continual joy on your countenance with his sunny elegance” (3.11). The whole 

degrading ordeal grants Lucius the favor of the god Laughter, which turns out to 

be a transformation into an ass, and a lengthy string of beatings, threats and other 

misfortunes.  

 As a benefit of this so-called favor, Lucius transforms into ass, and 

animals do not receive the favor of the gods. Moments after he becomes an ass, 

the gods have already abandoned him: “Jupiter, god of hospitality, and Faith, who 

has withdrawn her divinity from men, can testify how… things turned out” (3.26). 

His own trusty horse, to which he shows great affection at the beginning of the 

tale, attacks him to keep him away from the food. The belief that animals are 

unable to understand the will of the gods pervades the rest of the tale. Animals 

lack the human controls over their appetites, and they also lack the human soul, 

and thus the connection to the gods granted to men. Horses later attack Lucius to 

keep him away from the mares, failing “to observe the compact of hospitality laid 
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down by Jupiter” (7.16). Animals do not recognize the tenets of decency set down 

by the gods, and Lucius, as an ass, cannot communicate his prayers or his wishes, 

and thus cannot to regain the favor of the gods. 

 The catamite priests, like the festival of Laughter, present to Lucius a 

sinister caricature of foreign religion. The priests combine their inappropriate 

sexual behavior with disgusting ritual and outright sacrilege. The image of the 

priests parading through town, “with features hideously made up” (8.26), 

screaming and dancing in religious ecstasy, is not an image of appropriate 

religious observance. The priests whip themselves, soaking the ground with their 

blood to please the Syrian goddess. Lucius comments on their madness 

dismissively, saying “as if men visited by a divine presence are usually rendered 

feeble or sick, rather than raised to higher things” (8.27). This statement 

represents of all that is wrong with Philebus and his followers. They are sexual 

deviants, thieves, false prophets, leeches on society, and Lucius exposes them as 

such. The exemplars of the festival of laughter, where the god Laughter curses 

Lucius with his favor, and the catamite priests, who are forced to live a vagabond 

existence because of their sacrilegious ways, assert the underlying perversion of 

religious experience in the first ten books of the novel.  

 Lucius’ plight is encapsulated in the tale of Cupid and Psyche. Lucius’ 

strange appearance alienates him, like Psyche, from his human brethren. While 

Psyche’s captivating beauty steals away her humanity, Lucius’ hideous donkey 

form does the same. Each character’s detachment from the rest of society prevents 

them from regaining the favor of the gods. Lucius, because of his ass’s mouth, 
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cannot cry out to the gods for assistance, while the gods ignore Psyche’s piety, 

because the actions of her friends and family so arouse the ire of Venus. Despite 

each character’s noble upbringing and upright education, “sacrilegious curiosity” 

(5.6) corrupts them and they seek to learn that which they should not, and the 

gods accordingly punish them for their crimes. Lucius endures ceaseless torment 

as a lowly ass, and Psyche, after losing her divine husband, journeys to the ends 

of the earth and into Tartarus itself as part of the series of difficult tasks given to 

her by Venus. The gods have abandoned Lucius and Psyche, and this reveals the 

pure religious wrongness of the first ten books. Nothing is certain, nothing is 

wholesome. There is only a terrible perversion of religious ritual and a host of 

uncaring deities. 

 The Metamorphoses is filled with supernatural occurrences, and each of 

these magical happenings, from the prophecies of Diophanes to the perverse 

rituals of the catamites, illustrates an atmosphere of religious wrongness which 

pervades the first ten books of the novel. Lucius seeks deeper knowledge of the 

powers of witches, and transforms into an ass. He gains the favor of the god 

Laughter and participates in the rituals of the catamite priests, and experiences 

one misfortune after another. He sees the consequences of both false and 

legitimate prophecy, uncertainty and sorrow. His initial vision of Thessaly as a 

wondrous country alight with the powers of magic is accurate. He is indeed 

surrounded by magic throughout the novel, but this supernatural force is of no 

benefit to Lucius. The supposed power and knowledge he seeks drags him only 
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deeper into the enmity of Fortune, and he is unable to escape from the sinister 

powers that surround him. 
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THE WORLD INVERTED 

 The final book of the Metamorphoses presents a dramatic departure in tone and 

content from the preceding books. Lucius finally escapes from the world in which 

Fortune has driven him one misfortune to the next. The purpose of the final book of the 

novel has been a subject of much debate, and in this chapter I will provide a summary of 

the important events and settings of the final book and illustrate the total inversion, in the 

final book, of the world of the first ten books of the novel. There are numerous specific 

allusions to the first ten books contained within the final book, which indicate both that 

the final book explicitly addresses Lucius’ experiences in the preceding books, and that it 

offers a new world in which the redeemed Lucius may operate. John Winkler, in his work 

Auctor & Actor, indicts Lucius as a fool, and defines, through the incongruity of his 

redemption, Lucius’ transformation and life as a devotee of Isis as a final joke on the part 

of the author. I will argue that Lucius’ transformation is legitimate, as evidenced by the 

sense of inversion in the final book, and that the novel is ultimately an account of genuine 

religious transformation. Lucius may be a fool, but the providence of Isis truly redeems 

him, in his own mind, and offers an escape from the world of vice and corruption in 

which Lucius receives only suffering. 

Winkler notes the various moments of incongruence in the final book. In 

particular, he addresses the moment of Lucius’ transformation, when he is struck dumb 

by the sudden restoration of his human body, and Mithras, not Lucius, first announces to 

the astonished crowd the nature of the restored man’s suffering and redemption. The 

reaction of the crowd is similarly strange. They assume that Lucius, because he has so 

gained the favor of the Goddess, has somehow lived a blessed life, and has held himself 
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above the base pleasures of the world. This contrasts directly with Mithras’ speech, 

where he explicitly chastises Lucius for his repeated inability to practice restraint. This 

incongruity leads Winkler to question the legitimacy of Lucius’ spiritual transformation. 

Why does Lucius, who has held the role of narrator throughout the first ten books of the 

novel, suddenly recede in favor of Mithras? Why does the gathered crowd interpret 

Lucius’ transformation incorrectly? Winkler asserts that these questions provide the 

foundation for the interpretation of the eleventh book as yet another trick, a final intricate 

joke played upon the reader. I will argue against some of Winkler’s points, and illustrate 

Lucius’ movement to a different realm, where his status as a fool to the reader is 

inconsequential. While Winkler correctly points out the moments of incongruence in the 

final book, he incorrectly asserts that these moments override Lucius’ deliverance and 

transformation. While Lucius may be a fool, he is nonetheless a happy fool, free from the 

suffering of the first ten books of the novel. 

 Lucius escapes his performance with the criminal woman in the arena and falls 

asleep, exhausted, on the beach. In the middle of the night, a “sudden fear” (11.1) 

awakens him, and he is suddenly aware of the power of the goddess. Recognizing the 

divine presence, he purifies himself in the water and addresses a prayer for salvation to 

the deity, whom he addresses by her many names, and falls asleep once more. While he 

sleeps, an image of the goddess rises out of the sea in answer to Lucius’ prayer and 

reveals herself as the goddess Isis, “the loftiest of deities, queen of departed spirits, 

foremost of heavenly dwellers, the single embodiment of all gods and goddesses” (11.5). 

Isis revals her myriad forms and names, and delivers a prophecy to Lucius. Isis explains 

to him that on the following day she will at long last deliver him from his misfortune. She 
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specifically instructs Lucius to seek out her high priest, who she tells Lucius will be 

bearing a garland of roses. This priest will be expecting his approach, as Isis will also 

visit him in a dream and give him instruction. In return for his deliverance, Isis demands 

that Lucius spend the remainder of his life in service to her. Lucius awakens the next day, 

and makes his way to the festival, where he Lucius regains his human form, fulfilling the 

prophecy of Isis. After the priest’s roses restore him to his proper body, Lucius becomes 

a devotee at the temple of Isis and awaits his initiation. The goddess visits him with 

numerous other visions, and eventually instructs him to be initiated in the mysteries of 

her temple. Now an initiate, Lucius makes his way to Rome and becomes a worshipper at 

the temple to Isis in the city. While in Rome, Lucius receives another vision in which the 

goddess orders him to undergo a second initiation. Following this dream, Lucius joins the 

cult of Osiris, which is “closely aligned to, and in fact united with” (11.27) that of Isis. 

After this second initiation, Lucius begins to practice law in Rome, and acquires some 

wealth, until Isis and Osiris again visit him in a dream and urge him to undergo yet 

another initiation, after which he is to continue to practice law, and serve as one of 

administrators of the temple. The novel comes to close after this third initiation, with 

Lucius serving his post as one of the pastophori of the temple and living in Rome. 

 The final book of the Metamorphoses offers a drastically different view of the 

world than the earlier ten books. The tone shifts from the comical portrayal of Lucius’ 

various misfortunes as an ass, and takes on a much more sober quality reflecting the 

dramatic transformation Lucius undergoes after his humanity is restored. Lucius awakens 

after his vision of Isis to a different world: “My personal sense of well-being seemed to 

be compounded by a general atmosphere of joy, which was so pervasive that I sensed that 
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every kind of domestic beast, and entire households, and the very weather seemed to 

present a smiling face to the world” (11.7). Gone is the world of torment and pain in the 

first ten books, where Lucius was surrounded by evil and vice, and Isis’ providence 

replaces it with a new spring. With his deliverance imminent and his destiny fixed in 

service to Isis, Lucius escapes from the cycle of Fortune that has dogged him throughout 

the novel. He speaks of the morning as a glorious new age, in which “the sky dispersed 

the dark rain-clouds and shone with the cloudless and bright brilliance of its light” (11.7). 

His newfound devotion to the supreme goddess parallels the emergence of spring. The 

brilliance and clarity of his new destiny pierces the dark clouds that had lingered above 

him throughout the novel, and calms the storms of fortune in which he has been tossed. 

This passage stands in opposition with the passage at the onset of the novel, when Lucius 

first walks around Thessaly and is struck by a vision of strange and mysterious magical 

forces. He imagines that everything around him is not what it seems, that the whole 

region is made up of individuals transformed by magic. His vision no longer clouded by 

his base desires, he sees with a newfound clarity, and recognizes the aspects of his 

surroundings for what they are, and sees the power of the supreme goddess in everything. 

Following this awakening, Lucius encounters the festival procession, and this 

procession contains a number of references to the preceding books that prompt the reader 

to recall the Lucius’ previous experiences. There is a soldier, who recalls the cruel 

military man who stole Lucius from the market-gardener by force, and a huntsman, 

representing the story of Tlepolemus and Thrasyllus. There is a man dresses as a woman, 

“wearing gilded shoes, a silk gown, costly jewelry and a wig” (11.8) who brings to mind 

the various devious woman Lucius encounters in his travels. A man dressed as a gladiator 
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evokes Lucius’ battle with the inflated goatskins and subsequent humiliation at the 

festival of Laughter, another dressed as a magistrate recalls his encounter with his friend 

the aedile in Thessaly. There is a bear, calling to mind the stories of the bandits, and a 

monkey dressed up as Ganymede, which evokes the story of Cupid and Psyche and the 

performance of the choice of Paris. Finally, there is a donkey comically adorned with 

wings in a farcical representation of Pegasus, which brings Lucius’ still-animal form back 

into the forefront. When Lucius refers to this first group of people in the parade as 

“comic diversions” (11.9), he reduces the pain and suffering of his journey to a mere 

succession of comic events now rendered meaningless in the face of the higher 

aspirations of Isis. By recalling elements of the first ten books, they highlight the shift in 

tone that occurs in the eleventh book of the novel. The first ten books, and Lucius’ 

various adventures within, are the “comic diversion,” although much of this comedy is 

tinged with pain and suffering. The final book shifts to higher things in Lucius’ 

deliverance and conversion. They also direct the reader’s attention back to the events of 

the first ten books of the novel, so that Lucius’ transformation occurs in the context of the 

rest of the novel. The eleventh book does not exist separately from those preceding it, but 

rather it specifically addresses the vices that so contribute to Lucius’ suffering in each 

part of his initiation. 

Lucius’ moment of deliverance recalls several passages at the beginning of the 

novel and establishes the benevolent powers of Isis. Lucius watches the festival 

procession as it passes, and soon sees the high priest Mithras, holding a crown of roses 

just as Isis foretells in Lucius’ vision on the beach. Lucius calmly makes his way through 

the crowd and approaches Mithras. The priest, recognizing him from his own vision of 
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the goddess, offers the roses to the approaching ass. Lucius takes the garland “with 

greedy mouth” and eats them “with even greater eagerness” (11.13). This language 

clearly evokes Lucius’ anecdote in the beginning of the novel in which he recalls an 

attempt to eat a great deal of polenta in a contest with others, and very nearly chokes to 

death. In addition, this same language is used to describe the death of Socrates, who 

“greedily” eats cheese and drinks water moments before he perishes. However, unlike 

these earlier occurrences, Isis rewards Lucius for his haste when his human body is 

restored. When Lucius chokes on the polenta, he is competing with his companions in a 

contest of gluttony, and as a reward he nearly chokes to death. The exemplar of Socrates 

provides a ritualistic foil: he is overcome with hunger and thirst because of the rite of 

Meroë and Panthia, which contrasts with Lucius’ religious experience on the beach. 

Socrates becomes closely involved with a powerful witch, and his contact with the 

supernatural afflicts him with unbearable hunger and thirst. He meets his death greedily 

stuffing himself with food and water. Lucius, however, does not gobble up the roses 

because of gluttony, but rather on account of his newfound devotion to the goddess and 

his desire to be released from his asinine form so that he may enter into service to the 

deity. The similar language underscores the change in Lucius. At the beginning of the 

novel, he bolts down the polenta because of base gluttony. After Isis’ rescue, he bolts 

down the roses out of sincere religious devotion. Socrates represents the opposite form of 

conversion. He is trapped by the witches and afflicted with gluttony in a perverse 

religious ritual, and his reward is death. Lucius receives a true vision brought on by 

honest and heartfelt prayer, and his vision fills him with religious zeal, and as a reward 

for this devotion Isis delivers him from his suffering.  
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Simply regaining his human form relieves Lucius from the curse of gluttony that 

had dogged him as an ass. However, once his humanity is restored, Lucius also takes part 

in the triple initiation into the mysteries of Isis, and these initiations focus specifically on 

the vice of gluttony. As he awaits a sign from the goddess to undergo his the first rites of 

initiation, he joins with the other devotees of Isis in abstaining from “profane and 

unlawful foods” (11.21), and after the goddess appears to him in a dream and orders him 

to take part in the ceremony, Mithras orders Lucius to “discipline my pleasures in eating 

for the ensuing ten days, taking no animal flesh and drinking no wine” (11.23). He does 

the same in his later initiations. As a part of his devotion, he actively holds back his 

desires for food and drink, which is a departure from the drunken Lucius of the first few 

books, and the insatiable glutton that is Lucius the ass. Aristomenes suggests that 

overconsumption of food and drink clouds the mind and leads to unpleasant dreams and 

evil visions, and his fears are confirmed by the death of Socrates. It is Lucius’ 

drunkenness on his return from Byrrhena’s banquet that leads to his battle with the 

goatskins and his mock trial at the festival of Laughter, an event that propels him down 

his path of misfortune. As a devotee of Isis, Lucius’ behavior is inverted. Through the 

conviction of his belief in Isis, he rejects the former gluttonous version of himself, and 

takes up the reserved persona which he carries at the end of the novel. 

Lucius’ initiation puts a great emphasis on the abandonment of avarice, as well, 

although he is comfortably wealthy at the end of the novel. Each initiation he undergoes 

in the final chapter comes at a significant financial cost. Isis lays out the costs of Lucius’ 

first initiation in a dream vision. She requires that Lucius account for the cost of his 

initiation ceremony, including sacrificial offerings and other significant ritual objects. 
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After the initial ceremony, Lucius travels to Rome, where he lives a life of relative 

poverty owing to the high cost of living in the city. When he joins the cult of Osiris, he 

sells his wardrobe to cover the expenses, when a priest asks him: “If you were embarking 

on some activity for pleasure, you would certainly not hesitate to part with your shabby 

clothes; so now that you are embarking on these noble rites, do you hesitate to resign 

yourself to a poverty which you can never regret?” (11.28). Clearly the rejection of 

avarice is a core value of the cults of Isis and Osiris, one that reflects the general attitude 

of restraint which permeates the religion. When Lucius is initiated a third time, he once 

again finances the ceremony, and does not hesitate to say that all was provided “with 

religious zeal rather than by calculation of my possessions” (11.30). The fact that Lucius 

undergoes these three separate, and expensive, ceremonies detaches him from avarice. 

Lucius himself is not particularly avaricious, but he navigates a world dominated by the 

pursuit of money, where people are willing sink to the greatest depths of cruelty to earn a 

dollar, such as the tales of the bandits, the story of Cupid and Psyche, and the tale of the 

wealthy estate owner’s sons. His experiences in his multiple initiations take him out of 

this world. 

 However, the most significant change which Lucius undergoes in his conversion 

is the loss of his inappropriate curiosity. At the beginning of the novel, Lucius is fixated 

upon the desire for greater knowledge of magic and the supernatural, to the point that he 

condemns himself to suffering as an ass. He ignores the myriad warnings he receives 

against delving too deeply in the affairs of witches. Aristomenes’ tale, the warnings of 

Byrrhena, and the infamy of Pamphile all give clear warnings to Lucius as to the danger 

of the pursuit of supernatural knowledge. Nonetheless, he is willing to rush headlong into 
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danger in order to learn more about the powers of witches, and for this reason most of all 

he is transformed. In the final book, Lucius’ unquenchable curiosity is replaced by his 

religious devotion, and the very nature of his initiations teaches him to hold back his 

desire for greater knowledge and a more intimate relationship with the goddess. In the 

course of his first initiation, Lucius remarks: “It was my duty to take stringent 

precautions against both over-enthusiasm and obstinacy, avoiding both faults so as not to 

hang back when summoned, nor to push forward unbidden” (11.21). His curiosity is 

curbed by reverence. Whereas the Lucius of the beginning of the novel, and even Lucius 

the ass, would have leapt forward unbidden to gain the higher knowledge of the supreme 

goddess, the Lucius of book eleven, now free from the vice of greed as a result of Isis’ 

providence, restrains his desires, and gains far greater knowledge as a result. 

 Just as Isis allows Lucius to break free from the fetters of greed, she also stills the 

lust that contributes to his suffering. The initial appearance of the supreme goddess 

recalls the first sexual encounter between Lucius and Photis, and indeed much of the 

description of Isis echoes that of Photis. In the vision, Isis rises out of the sea, in a fashion 

reminiscent of the common image of Venus rising from the waves, an image Photis 

imitates in “a show of genial wantonness” (2.17). Lucius first describes the goddess’s 

hair, just as he does when he first meets Photis in the lust-charged setting of Milo’s 

kitchen. However, the description of the breathtaking beauty of Isis lacks the same 

undertones of lust. Isis’ rise from the ocean waves is not a wanton display, because Isis, 

as the embodiment of all the female goddesses, is Venus. While Photis was an attractive 

slave, Isis possesses a divine beauty so captivating that “the brilliance of her light lends 

lustre even to the other gods” (11.15). Lucius is unable to feel any lust towards Isis 
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because he is so awestruck by the power of her beauty, which is truly divine beauty. She 

stands in opposition not only to Photis, the object of Lucius’ lust, but also to every lustful 

and adulterous woman Lucius encounters in his journey, the perfect foil to their lustful 

ways. Isis represents truth, justice and chastity, all of which necessitate a supreme level 

of restraint that is completely absent in much of the world of the first ten books of the 

novel. Here we have a truly virtuous woman: not an object of lust, but an inspiration to 

higher knowledge and restrained, thoughtful life. The wealthy married woman, who is so 

enamored of Lucius’ asinine form, is the strongest example of unnatural lust in the first 

ten books, and Isis is set directly opposite her. That a woman would hold such lust for an 

ass, that “most hateful of animals, which has long been abominable” (11.6) to Isis is 

unspeakably wrong, and it is Lucius’ copulation with this woman that nearly forces him 

into the peril of the arena, to have sex with an unspeakable criminal, and risk the claws 

and teeth of wild beasts. Isis offers Lucius deliverance from the perils of lust, and shows 

him a more difficult, but more rewarding, path of chastity and restraint. 

 When Isis takes up this role, in direct opposition to the various unchaste and evil 

women Lucius encounters in his travels, she likewise becomes a foil for the witches who 

play a prominent role in Lucius’ downfall. Repeated examples of the terrible power of 

witches appear in the first few books of the novel. Their magical abilities give them 

command of the elements, the spirits, and the movement of the sun, moon and stars. Isis 

addresses all of these abilities at the moment of her appearance to Lucius on the beach. 

Isis commands “the luminous heights of heaven, the healthy sea-breezes, the sad silences 

of the infernal dwellers” (11.5), much like the witches. However, Isis announces her 

abilities herself, offering her services in answer to Lucius’ desperate prayer and in return 
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for his lifelong devotion. The various powers of witches are rarely evident to Lucius in 

his own experience, coming rather to him by way of hearsay and warnings. The witches 

indeed possess remarkable powers, but Lucius witnesses only a few. Lucius sees very 

little firsthand of the abilities of Pamphile, before he is turned into an ass, and hears of 

the other powers of witches only the Aristomenes and Thelyphron. Isis appears to Lucius, 

announces her powers and her many forms and names, and clearly states her intentions 

for the unfortunate man. In this way she opposes the witches, as she does not rely on the 

reputation of her skills to inspire fear or reverence, but rather actively establishes her 

sovereignty and power to Lucius. Isis’ active involvement with Lucius completes the 

image of her as the total opposite of the witches. 

 When Lucius undergoes his first initiation into the mysteries of Isis, he 

participates in a true religious ritual, which stands opposite the ceremonies of the witches 

and of the festival of Laughter. The witches perform their necromantic rites under the 

cover of darkness, using their powers of subterfuge to ensnare their victims. Meroë and 

Panthia force Aristomenes and the unfortunate Socrates into unwilling participation in 

their perverse sacrifice, while Pamphile surrounds herself with the grisly remains of 

humans and animals, stolen from graves and wild animals. The townspeople, in the 

festival of Laughter, offer up Lucius as the patron of the holiday and the beneficiary of 

the god without his prior knowledge or consent. Lucius by contrast enters the Isis cult by 

his own free will, following a period of patient observance, and after the goddess visits 

him in a dream and bids him to join her followers.  The ceremony begins with the 

unveiling of the books of the temple, “headed with unfamiliar characters” (11.22). These 

bizarre letters recall the bizarre and foreign strips of metal engraved with the spells of 
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Pamphile, yet they do not inspire the same sense of wrongness. The spells of witches are 

rendered in strange tongues in order to add to the sense of confusion and further 

emphasize the inversion of proper ritual, while the sacred texts of the Isis temple are 

written in the Egyptian hieroglyphic script, in order to preserve the essence of the holy 

mysteries, which originated in Egypt, and also to protect the mysteries from the curiosity 

of the profane. The indecipherable spells of Pamphile’s gruesome ritual serve the witch 

only, while the mysteries of the Isis temple serve the highest purpose: honoring the 

supreme deity. After the sacred books are brought forth, Lucius is purified with water in 

the baths, which recalls the “purification” of Aristomenes in the witches’ urine at the 

close of their ritual, in which they enact their murder-sacrifice of Socrates. Lucius is 

unable to fully describe the ritual of his initiation, because he is forbidden to speak the 

mysteries to the uninitiated. However, he does vaguely recount his experiences, saying 

particularly that he “at the dead of night saw the sun gleaming with bright brilliance” 

(11.23). In the ceremony of Isis, night becomes day. In the ceremonies of witches, 

according to the accounts of their powers given to Lucius, day becomes night. He often 

hears of the witches’ abilities to plunge daylight into the deepest night, and it is telling 

that Isis, in her cult’s initiation, does the opposite. 

 Mithras, the high-priest of the temple of Isis at Corinth, presents a foil for 

Philebus and his catamite priests. Philebus is impulsive, greedy, and cruel, while Mithras 

carries himself with a quiet dignity, and shows a genuine knowledge of the mysteries of 

his faith. The catamites show little tangible knowledge of any sort of holy mystery. They, 

rather, take advantage of their position as priests to satiate their appetites for sex and 

money. Whereas the catamites are overcome with worldly desires, travelling from town 
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to town, peddling their false devotion to an unfamiliar deity in exchange for sexual 

pleasures and financial gain, Mithras is concerned with the proper offices of a priest. He 

oversees the functions of the temple and of the festivals, and instructs Lucius in the 

appropriate behaviors of a devotee of Isis, particularly that he “discipline his pleasures” 

(11.23) and await his initiation with “reverent patience” (11.21). This image of the false 

priest is turned on its head by the appearance of Mithras, who welcomes Lucius into his 

temple, frees him from the fetters of lust and greed, and teaches him the value of patience 

and restraint. 

 Freed from these vices by his vision of Isis, Lucius also is finally freed from the 

uncertain world of prophecy in which he has wandered. Prophecy is present throughout 

the first ten books of the novel; sometimes it is true, sometimes false. Prophecies are 

made by false oracles, and true predictions are interpreted incorrectly. The only constant 

in prophecy is its uncertainty. However, in the eleventh book, prophecy takes on a much 

more stable and concrete form in the various predictions of Isis. In his initial vision of the 

supreme Goddess, Lucius learns of the events of the next day, as does the priest Mithras. 

Isis specifically instructs Lucius in his actions, and promises him his deliverance if he 

follows her guidance. Heeding her words, he is delivered to the high-priest of the temple, 

who also has gained knowledge through the true prophecy of Isis. Mithras is already 

aware of Lucius’ misfortunes, as if he, too, had been along as an observer on his travels. 

Mithras gains this knowledge through the prophecy of Isis. Mithras, like Lucius, is 

inspired by the prophecy of Isis, and puts Lucius’ misfortunes into their proper context. 

In the days and years following, Lucius is visited by numerous other visions, each of 

which he sees as “a clear intimation of the gods’ will” (11.27), despite their unexpected 
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arrival. Lucius is able to accept these new visions because they are, in turn, proven true. 

First, he is delivered from his animal form, and then he regains his possessions and his 

white horse, the slave “Candidus” which the goddess promised would return to him in a 

dream-vision. Finally he undergoes three separate initiations, each presaged by a vision 

delivers by the goddess, and he gains great honor, prestige, and wealth from each, which 

is promised to him in the prophecies of the Goddess. In this way, he is finally delivered 

from the bewildering uncertainty of the world in the first ten books of the novel, and is 

placed in a peaceful life, where he is able to be certain of the outcome of his life, and he 

is content in his station. The final passage of the book reflects Lucius’ new outlook on 

life, when the god Osiris visits him in a dream, and tells him to continue his practices in 

the law-courts and promotes him to the college of pastiphori. Lucius “gladly performed 

the duties of that most ancient college” and “did not cover or conceal my bald head, but 

sported it openly wherever I went” (11.30). This final image of Lucius is a complete 

inversion of the Lucius of the beginning of the story, no longer obsessed with the 

mysteries of the supernatural, no longer driven to gluttony and lust, no longer bound by 

the vices of the evil world. He is content, having found his proper place, living a life of 

quiet restraint, which proves to be a life of far greater prosperity than any offered him in 

the first ten books of the novel.  

 While the eleventh book of the Metamorphoses is an extreme departure in tone 

and content from the preceding books, it is not an entirely separate entity. Lucius steps 

out of the world he had previously lived in, the world of extreme evil, filled with the 

petty vices of man, and into a world of higher things. From the moment he is first visited 

by Isis on the beach, Lucius is a changed man. He undergoes both a physical 
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transformation from an ass to man, and a spiritual transformation, a change he calls “a 

rite of voluntary death” (11.21). His restoration at the festival and his subsequent triple-

initiation are inextricably linked to the events of the first ten books, with each event 

serving its appropriate function in the eyes of the Goddess. Each tale and experience in 

the first ten books serves as an example of the culture of vice that has arisen in the world 

of the Metamorphoses. Before he becomes into an ass, Lucius receives repeated warnings 

as the dangers of greed, lust, and the supernatural, and he is punished because he ignores 

these warnings. As an ass, Fortune drives Lucius from one unfortunate circumstance to 

another, and he witnesses the various evils of the world. The novel is without a doubt a 

comic one, but carries a serious message with it as well. Whenever Lucius hear a tale of 

adultery, or of extreme avarice, or witnesses a bizarre supernatural event, it is often 

accompanied by comedy. However, while many of Lucius’ misfortunes are funny, their 

consequences are not, and even those that maintain a level of humor are nonetheless 

tinged with violence and death. Herein lies the greatest issue with the final book of the 

novel. Even after taking on the subdued tone of religious deliverance, there are 

nonetheless various moments of comedy. There are moments that seem strange and out of 

place.  

Mithras is a clear figure of authority, and his speech is clearly framed in the 

context of divine authority. Before delivering his speech he gives Lucius “a godlike look” 

(11.14), and afterwards he is exhausted by the labor of his prophecy. Winkler argues that 

this speech, while it carries the authority of Isis, still fails to provide the necessary 

information concerning the beliefs of Lucius himself. However, Lucius’ thoughts on the 

nature of his travels and his restoration have already been established when Isis visits him 
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on the beach. Lucius recognizes the power of the Goddess and makes a heartfelt prayer 

for her aid, asking that she “come to my aid at this time of extreme privation, lend 

stability to my disintegrating fortunes, grant respite and peace to the harsh afflictions 

which I have endured” (11.3). At this moment Lucius, feeling the presence of the 

goddess, finally decides to ask for her assistance, recognizing at last that he has somehow 

incurred some divine displeasure. His prayers are answered and the next day he is 

restored. Despite the truth of the prophecy of Isis, both Lucius and Mithras are somewhat 

astonished when her prophecy comes to fruition, but Mithras, who is trained and 

educated in the mysteries of Isis, is the first to recover and deliver the message of the 

Goddess. That the people interpret it incorrectly is not inconsequential, but strengthens 

the sense of inversion of the first ten books and the final book. Had Lucius undergone 

this transformation at another time in the novel, he surely would have been the subject of 

accusations of witchcraft and almost certainly threats of violence. Here, however, the 

gathered crowds, who have not been visited by the image of the Goddess as Lucius and 

Mithras have, do not correctly interpret the nature of Lucius’ transformation, but they 

also do not take it in a fearful or threatening manner. Isis predicts this reaction in her 

prophecy, and promises Lucius safety from “spiteful charges” (11.6). The crowd is 

uninitiated, and Lucius’ reverence for the holy mysteries later in the book reinforces this 

idea. Even an initiate cannot fully understand the mysteries of the cult, but these 

mysteries are completely inaccessible to the profane. 

Winkler argues that Lucius’ subsequent triple-initiation produces can only be 

interpreted in two ways: Lucius is either a truly redeemed believer, or a fool. He states 

that the repeated initiations which Lucius undergoes dramatically undercut the religious 
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authority of Lucius’ experience with the Isis cult. Lucius’ own moments of doubt and 

delay in the matter only serve to intensify this incongruity. If the Isis cult is truly 

benevolent, why does Lucius have to undergo two unexpected initiations, at no small 

cost? If Lucius is a true believer, why does he doubt these initiations? However, as is 

discussed above, the triple initiation serves a different purpose: reinforcing Lucius’ 

spiritual and physical devotion to the Goddess. To an outside observer, especially an 

observer operating in the modern world, where the idea of a religious cult carries a far 

more significant stigma than in the Roman world of the Metamorphoses, Lucius does 

appear somewhat foolish, especially when the final line of the novel is taken into account. 

Lucius living as a bald deacon of the temple is an amusing image, and serves as the final 

message of humor in a consistently humorous novel. Lucius’ transformation is real, 

however. He has stepped out of the world of the first ten books, where he was surrounded 

by evil and vice, and has entered the realm of Isis and Osiris, where his humorous 

appearance is an asset, not a hindrance. Lucius even admits that he appears somewhat 

foolish himself.  

While Lucius is content, the evil world certainly still exists. Lucius’ triple-

initiation and his bald head are still sources of humor, in keeping with the rest of the 

novel, but his redemption is also real, at least to him. Despite a few moments of doubt 

when he is told to undergo further initiation, Lucius is content at the end of the novel. It is 

not essential that the reader see Lucius strictly as either a truly redeemed individual or a 

fool. He takes on both roles. Winkler points out that a certain distance develops between 

Lucius and the reader in the final four chapters of the eleventh book, but this distance 

supports the argument that Lucius is both foolish and truly redeemed. No longer is Lucius 
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the narrator-ass, trapped along with the reader in a world filled with evil and vice. Now 

he is an initiate into the mysteries of Isis and Osiris, mysteries from which the reader is 

excluded. So while he appears foolish to the reader, and very well may be a fool, he does 

not think himself foolish, and thus has escaped from the world of the first eleven books, 

thus completing the inversion contained within the final book of the novel. The 

Metamorphoses presents Lucius’ journey through a vice-filled world, and depicts his own 

escape from that world. Lucius’ mode of escape is spiritual. He finds relief from the 

suffering of the greater world in shutting himself off from base pleasures and desires and 

devoting himself to a higher purpose. Whether this purpose is legitimate or not is 

immaterial. Lucius truly believes that Isis visits him in his visions, and he truly believes 

that Isis is the reason for his deliverance.  
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